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Patrick Manning offers a strong and promising vision to overcome the con-
ventional exclusion from history’s macro-narrative of Africans and peoples 
of African descent around the world. The modern historical discipline is 
implicitly (and often explicitly) framed around the nation-state, grand politi-
cal scale, military conquests, and costly monumental construction. indeed, 
beyond Hegel’s metaphysical faith in progressive western civilization, and 
his specific exclusion of Africa from history construed in these limiting 
terms, the professional discipline itself took shape in the nineteenth cen-
tury as handmaiden of the consolidation of the modern – and profoundly 
militaristic – nation-state in europe and throughout the Americas. The era 
was also heir to the abolitionist campaigns against maritime slaving and to 
emancipation movements central to creating several of the new nation-states. 
indeed, the egalitarianism enshrined in national constitutions proclaimed the 
“nations” of ethnic, and in extreme cases, racial homogeneity. of course, 
the virulence with which the custodians of these homogeneous “nations” 
asserted this illusory ideology was a direct and calculated contradiction of 
the extreme diversity of the older communities living in all of the territorial 
spaces thus defined as “states.” The newly emancipated citizens of African 
descent living in them all but disappeared in the glare of triumphal national 
identities asserted in narrowly victorian, male, militaristic senses. women 
had to fight to be included, and more recent european immigrants to the 
Americas were invited to assimilate to these national norms. The popula-
tions of African descent in the Americas, in europe, and in parts of Asia sank 
without a trace below the surface of history-as-narrative-of-nation; Africa 
itself was understood primarily in terms of colonies defined as extensions of 
european nation-states.
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Although in the last half century Africa and the populations of African 
descent elsewhere in the world have become subjects of widespread his-
torical attention, and also as anthropological understandings of them have 
shifte d from exoticizing them as “different” to incorporating them into 
genera l models of human behavior, the western social sciences still struggle 
to transcend their own essential modernity and its implicit favoring of the 
kings, presidents, generals, and empires and the nation-states for which they 
are made to stand. Africanists like Manning accordingly struggle to find a 
place for Africans in the prevailing politico-military macronarrative of the 
discipline, and their marginality becomes an even more acute problem for 
world historians, which Manning also is, who strive for inclusiveness on 
global scales. Most resign themselves to the add-and-stir approach, featur-
ing “kingdoms” in Africa and militant resisters elsewhere, paragons all of 
the political and military tones of their discipline. But this reactive mode 
inherently fails, since it retains history’s eurocentric celebration of destruc-
tive power and, in the end, has to acknowledge that Africa was conquered 
militarily and that people of African descent elsewhere were excluded and 
dominated in political terms until, at least in some cases, very recently.

Although world historians are not unaware of this dilemma, Manning’s 
“history through culture” makes the first significant move to offer an alterna-
tive at this epistemological level: suppose, he asks, we understood people in 
the cultural terms, the communities, in which most of them live most of their 
lives and that frame the ways in which they end up acting politically or militar-
ily, or not. Further, we understand cultures as comparable in the valid mean-
ings that they channel for those who live in them. No one culture is superior to 
any other in an absolute sense, however varied the specific strategies that they 
facilitate may be. in this “history through culture,” the macro-narrative starts 
with a history of Africans creating viable ways of getting on in Africa, on their 
own, all appropriate to the historical contexts of the people who created them. 
The usual afro-victimizing components of the politico-military macro-narra-
tive – the slave trade, domination in slavery, european conquests in Africa, 
subordination to colonial rule in Africa and racial exclusion elsewhere, and 
more recently allegedly failed nation-states and deep government indebted-
ness – in Manning’s book become the challenging contexts that Africans and 
their global progeny have not only met but have also transcended to infuse 
the world’s cultures with their own distinctive contributions. in spite of all the 
efforts to exclude Africans politically, the world’s populations have embraced 
vibrant African and Afro-derived cultural styles as if they offered a welcome 
sense of relief from the homogeneity, sterility, and anonymity of modernity.

Manning thus arrives at five general periods, beginning with (1) a largel y 
autonomously African background focused on the ideal of what he calls “ser-
vice to the community,” with added emphasis on Africa’s long history before 
1600 of connections with the Mediterranean and the indian ocean rim. The 
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Portuguese, active since the 1440s along Africa’s coasts, merely extended this 
older global presence, and even what Manning sees as a turn toward increasing 
hierarchy in Africa in the sixteenth century forms part of an apparent global 
age of empires. (2) The trauma of intensified slaving between 1600 and 1800 
made this era one of “survival,” both on the continent and under enslavement 
in the fast-growing diasporas in the Americas, in the indian ocean region, and 
in the Muslim Mediterranean; here readers will find quite a competent and 
comprehensive review of the many streams of recent scholarship on the sub-
ject. what followed was (3) a nineteenth century of “emancipation,” starting 
with Usuman dan Fodio’s 1804 call to arms to protect the Muslims of what is 
now northern Nigeria from the slaving then growing in the region and ending 
with recognition of Haiti, Liberia, and ethiopia as members of the commu-
nity of modern nation-states then achieving definition, even if otherwise at 
the expense of colonial conquests in Africa. The modern nation-state in turn 
(4) frames the quest for “citizenship” in the first half of the twentieth century 
(precisely 1900-1960), with leadership accorded to Afro-Cubans, accents on 
African-Americans’ growing cultural visibility in music, literature, and other 
cultural spheres outside of national politics, but countered by the political cre-
ativity and originality of nationalist leaders in Africa. with growing civil rights 
in the diaspora and independence in Africa, the last half century (5) has been 
an enfranchised quest for political “equality,” though not without setbacks on 
the continent in public health, indebtedness, distortions of the promise of par-
liamentary regimes in Africa, and a western-toned global culture.

readers may want to consider the extent to which Manning’s metanarra-
tive escapes the framework of the nation-state paradigmatic in the discipline. 
His narrative features movements of people across national boundaries to 
create a multinational diaspora and emphasizes economic swings of global 
proportions and the global reach of modern racism. The transnational mobil-
ity of many of the leading early twentieth-century Africans and afro-descen-
dants – often unwelcome at home – certainly shows the value of setting 
people of notable mobility and adaptability in their full diasporic settings. 
Manning marshals an impressive range of people in Africa and abroad facing 
parallel problems and coming up with comparable solutions. But would he 
have told this history more through culture by featuring developments within 
the diasporic communities, or among Africans, rather than largely showing 
the engagements of the group as a whole with european military and politi-
cal power, followed by global consumer culture?

The thoughtful coherence, accuracy, and great breadth of the book – not 
only geographically but also in the many fields of human endeavor and the 
different (and often technical) academic disciplines that it discusses knowl-
edgeably – will surely make it a popular introduction to a vast range of 
scholarship, personalities, and issues in courses in all subfields of African-
American studies; in that context it has the decided advantage of integrating 
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the often specialized field of African studies in terms accessible to novices. 
A considerable index will guide readers reliably to the numerous detailed 
specifics incorporated into the book. Manning is to be congratulated for yet 
another capacious, innovative contribution to our understanding of African 
and world history, as intricately embedded, each in the other, at every level.

Atlas of the Transatlantic Slave Trade. DaviD eltis & DaviD richarDson. 
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teD Maris-wolf
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Toni Morrison’s classic novel Beloved begins with an epigraph to the “sixty 
Million and more” individuals who struggled to survive and overcome the 
dehumanizing institutions of transatlantic slave trading and New world slavery. 
slave traders and owners did not simply steal the lives and labor of enslaved 
men, women, and children, but in the creativity, complexity, and scale of the 
horrors they devised, they committed one of the greatest crimes against human-
ity in history. How are we to imagine, understand, or teach horror on such a 
scale? How are we to conceptualize the forced migration and death of millions?

David eltis and David richardson’s Atlas of the Transatlantic Slave Trade 
is an extraordinary attempt to communicate the magnitude of Morrison’s 
“sixty Million and more” visually, based upon data gleaned from nearly 
35,000 slave ship voyages from 1501 to 1867. in a manner that both specialists 
and nonacademic readers will find useful and powerful, the Atlas effectively 
conveys the scale and tragedy of more than 12.5 million Middle Passages 
experienced by individuals in their forced journeys across the Atlantic.

The Atlas marks the culmination of a decades-long effort by historians to 
accurately calculate the global scale of the transatlantic slave trade, including 
its organization, dynamics, and transformations through time. since the late 
1960s, scholars have disagreed over the numbers of Africans forced into the 
slave trade and the relevance of such numbers to understanding the experi-
ences of men, women, and children who found themselves enslaved. This 
book is likely to settle many lingering questions concerning the nature and 
volume of the transatlantic slave trade and will likely spark a new generation 
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of studies that seeks to further transcend numbers and the mechanics of the 
trade to trace its human history.

The authors employ 189 maps that telescope through various Atlantic 
worlds of the slave trade with the goal of illustrating “the intercontinental 
connections between regions of slave embarkation, outfitting ports of slav-
ing ships, and final destinations of captives” (p. xxv). Arrows of varying 
widths and colors stand in for ocean currents, vessels, and captives, depict-
ing a horrific circulation of blood and treasure over a span of nearly four 
centuries. eltis and richardson have indeed produced the definitive record 
of “the geography and the underlying patterns of the largest forced oceanic 
migration of people in history” (p. xxvi).

The publication is also groundbreaking in that it signals an innovative 
relationship between print and digital media, as nearly all of its maps are the 
product of estimates drawn from the Trans-Atlantic slave Trade Database, an 
ever-evolving data set available on the Voyages website (www.slavevoyages.
org). scholars and students will find the Atlas to be a convenient starting 
point for conducting more specific, complicated, and up-to-date searches and 
queries on the constantly updated site.

The Atlas is divided into seven parts, each featuring a series of maps orga-
nized around a central theme. The introduction offers an overview of the trans-
atlantic slave trade, including maps that depict the evolution of sugar cultiva-
tion from Asia to the Atlantic islands, Atlantic winds and ocean currents, as well 
as major regions in europe, Africa, and the Americas in which slave voyages 
either were outfitted or landed. in addition, a full-page map charts the voyage 
of a single slave ship, the Laurence Frigate, which departe d england in 1730 
and returned one year later, after stops in Loango and Buenos Aires. in this 
way, readers can visualize the nature of the trade as it changed over time and 
place, the movement of ocean currents and their effect on navigation, and the 
itineraries of crews and captives as they navigated multiple Atlantic networks.

Parts i and ii show the degree to which merchants based in european and 
American ports transported captives from Africa. Parts iii and v depict links 
between Africans’ coastal origins and their destinations in the New world. Part 
iv illustrates the nature of the Middle Passage through the gender and age of 
enslaved individuals, their mortality, the length of slave voyages, the frequen-
cy of slave-ship revolts, and the linguistic identifications of various liberated 
Africans in the nineteenth century. Part vi documents the transatlantic trade 
during the abolitionist era, from the late-eighteenth to mid-nineteenth centuries.

in addition to a collection of maps detailing aspects of the transatlantic 
trade, each section contains tables, quotations, and images that suggest ways 
in which the Atlas might be used in the classroom in conjunction with pri-
mary documents or images, such as those catalogued on The Atlantic Slave 
Trade and Slave Life in the Americas: A Visual Record.1

1. website http://hitchcock.itc.virginia.edu/slavery/index.php.
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eltis and richardson have included poignant excerpts from slave traders’ 
journals, slave narratives, court records, and contemporary political speeches 
and publications to help underscore the point that though the Atlas primarily 
displays the significance of numbers – concerning embarkations, disembar-
kations, mortality, voyage length, and shipboard revolts – a larger human 
story begins where the numbers leave off. Moreover, they acknowledge the 
limits of the Atlas, in that “it represents only a portion of the journey that 
these migrants were forced to undergo” (p. xxvi).

eltis and richardson have thus cleared the way for scholars who wish 
to push further the study of the slave trade in two key directions – toward 
documenting the organization and effects of slave-trading networks within 
Africa itself and uncovering the experiences of perhaps one-fifth of those 
who arrived in the New world as captives and were subsequently resold and 
reshipped through slave-trading circuits in the Americas. Definitive studies 
of these first and final legs of enslaved people’s journeys through the trans-
atlantic slave trade have yet to be written.

indeed, a portion of Toni Morrison’s “sixty Million and more” appear in 
the Atlas in a way they never quite have before. Through grisly tentacles rop-
ing one continent to another, arrows on maps represent the passage of time 
and 12.5 million people – only 10.7 million of whom survived their forced 
Atlantic journey.

Abolition: A History of Slavery and Antislavery. seyMour Drescher. New 
York: Cambridge University Press, 2009. xii + 471 pp. (Paper Us$ 26.99)

gregory e. o’Malley
Department of History
University of California, santa Cruz
santa Cruz CA 95064, U.s.A.
<gomalley@ucsc.edu>

in Abolition, seymour Drescher argues powerfully for the importance of 
antislavery activism. rejecting assertions of slave labor’s inefficiency or 
its incompatibility with capitalist, industrialized economies, he insists that 
slavery died naturally virtually nowhere. it had to be killed by antislavery 
efforts. Abolition celebrates activism – ordinary people using moral suasion, 
association, the pen, the ballot, and their pocketbooks to undermine an insti-
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tution they came to regard as evil. For readers familiar with Drescher’s prior 
studies, this central claim will be familiar, but his scope here is broader. The 
view is global and spans five hundred years.

The book’s first section lays a broad foundation, arguing that societies 
with slavery (or other severely coerced labor) were the norm in world his-
tory. From this context, Drescher draws insight on the foundations of African 
slavery in the Americas. He insists that europeans were quite familiar with 
slavery before launching the transatlantic slave trade. with european sail-
ors routinely enslaved by Barbary pirates and slavic peoples falling prey to 
ottoman slaveholders, “europeans never felt more vulnerable to enslave-
ment than when they were creating their novel variant of the institution in 
the New world” (p. 34). As a result, slavery was not clearly associated with 
any particular race in the minds of europeans. it was simply a fate that befell 
unfortunate people in a harsh world; few questioned its legitimacy.

in Part Two, Abolition turns to crises for slavery spawned by the age of 
revolution. Chapters on the American, French, Haitian, and Latin American 
revolutions show slavery first facing challenges in northwestern european 
empires that deemed slavery incompatible with the motherland but accept-
able for tropical colonies. Great Britain experienced this bifurcation after 
english courts refused to recognize slavery within Britain. France drew a 
similar line between “free” metropole and slave empire. The United states 
created a similar dynamic after its revolution, when some states turned away 
from slavery. Abolitionism emerged in the “free” pockets within such slave-
holding polities, exerting pressure most effectively where thriving public 
spheres and representative politics encouraged public debate, especially in 
Britain and the United states.

Drescher demonstrates that despite such challenges, slavery weath-
ered the storm of revolution more successfully than historians recognize. 
Although it lost some ground (most notably in northern North America and 
st. Domingue), expansion in other areas more than offset the losses. The 
American south imported more slaves after U.s. independence than north-
ern states freed. Haitian independence triggered booming slave importa-
tions in rival colonies capitalizing on France’s loss. At the end of the Age of 
revolution, slavery was actually growing, if ideologically challenged.

in Part Three, Drescher turns to nineteenth-century emancipations, with 
chapters on British emancipation, British pressure on rival powers to fol-
low suit, the U.s. sectional crisis, emancipations in Latin America, and the  
“delegalization” of slavery in european empires in Africa and Asia. 
Throughout he underscores the importance of active abolitionism and the 
tension created by free and slave regions in proximity to one another. For 
example, once activists pressured the British empire to abandon slavery, free 
labor proved less productive, so Britain had a powerful incentive to pressure 
other powers to emancipate. in Brazil, Drescher argues, vocal opposition 
to slavery only emerged once slaves became overwhelmingly concentrated 
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in coffee-producing regions. Abolitionism then emerged in Brazil’s “free” 
regions, which offered refuge to escaping slaves, creating tensions similar to 
the antebellum United states.

Part Four turns to the twentieth century with a puzzling section on 
european “reversion” to unfree labor. Drescher examines the soviet gulag 
and Nazi “racial slavery,” but the parallels with the rest of the book are tenu-
ous. rather than defining enslaved people as private property, gulags and Nazi 
camps saw totalitarian governments force people to work for the state. if these 
unfree labor systems deserve a place in the book, surely numerous others did 
too, such as convict labor arrangements, certain forms of military conscrip-
tion, or modern human trafficking. inclusion of gulags is particularly puzzling 
since russian serfdom is not discussed, even though that unfree labor system 
coincided with African slavery, defined people as private property, and expe-
rienced a contemporaneous abolition. Furthermore, neither gulags nor Nazi 
labor camps faced popular antislavery opposition. in fact, Drescher argues 
that soviet leaders abandoned the gulag because it was not cost effective – an 
argument counter to his thesis. As a result, Part Four feels like a diversion.

Nonetheless, the core arguments of Abolition are compelling. Drescher 
makes a powerful argument against the claim (of eric williams and others) 
that African slavery in the Americas died for economic reasons. The book’s 
global lens strengthens his case, revealing that slave emancipations often 
caused economic stagnation for the emancipating region, offset by growth in 
competing regions that still exploited slaves. “As antislavery spread from one 
area to another, the institution showed no sign of faltering as a system, which 
could successfully compete with any alternative labor system that replaced 
it.” Given that abiding strength, Drescher concludes that “antislavery, whethe r 
violent or nonviolent, had to be formidable” (p. 458). Abolitionists had to 
overcome powerful economic incentives for continuing enslavement.

while emphasizing the importance of abolitionism, Drescher down-
plays the impact of enslaved people’s resistance. rebellious slaves only 
undermined the institution where outside forces created vulnerabilities. For 
example, slaves only successfully rebelled in st. Domingue after the French 
revolution destabilized the colony and invading British and spanish forces 
promised freedom in exchange for military cooperation; fleeing slaves in the 
U.s. or Brazilian south only destabilized the institution once abolitionism 
created pockets of freedom where antislavery activists sheltered runaways. 
This line of argument will surely expose Drescher to criticism, but it should 
not be interpreted as demeaning enslaved peoples. on the contrary, his argu-
ment helps explain why massive rebellions were not more commonly suc-
cessful. The deck was stacked against enslaved people, forcing them to pick 
moments to rebel carefully. if one argues that bold slaves could undermine 
the institution at any time, the necessary corollary is that most slaves lacked 
the nerve to resist. seen in that light, Drescher’s argument implies that most 
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slaves lacked not the nerve to overturn slavery, but rather the opportunity – 
an opening often created by abolitionism.

More problematic is Drescher’s insistence that British antislavery (eas-
ily the most powerful movement) was not motivated by shame at the loss 
of Britain’s North American colonies. with an eye turned critically toward 
Christopher L. Brown and robin Blackburn, Drescher insists that “British 
abolitionism ... was neither an attempt to resuscitate Britain’s threatened image 
as the torchbearer of liberty in comparison with the new American republic 
nor a direct response to heightened internal class conflict.” instead, by 1787 
(when abolitionism suddenly emerged) Britain “was reveling in its prosperity, 
security, and power,” so abolitionism was motivated purely by moral outrage 
(p. 212). while Drescher makes a strong case for abolitionists’ moral concern, 
he fails to explain their timing. After centuries of slaveholding, why was it so 
suddenly repugnant to the British public? That is the central question posed 
by Brown – why then? Drescher’s argument that Britain’s humiliating defeat 
in the American revolution was a distant memory just four years after the 
Treaty of Paris is hardly compelling. He suggests that British newspapers’ 
mocking reports of American futility in freeing their enslaved sailors from 
Barbary pirates in 1787 revealed British “self-satisfaction,” not anxiety about 
Americans (p. 213). Perhaps so, but that desire to feel superior to their former 
colonies also hints that the recent defeat still stung. in any case, genuine moral 
outrage over slavery is not incompatible with Britons seeking to feel morally 
righteous in the wake of U.s. independence. Antislavery offered an opportu-
nity to showcase British morality (however sincere) for the world. Drescher 
rejects a powerful argument that actually meshes nicely with his.

while discussing criticisms of a largely successful book, it is worth noting 
that Abolition is, unfortunately, replete with typographical errors. Academic 
publishing has long seen decreasing editorial oversight, but here basic copy-
editing fell short. Most errors are simple – omissions of single words (such 
as a sentence beginning “Brazilian slave trade reached…” instead of “The 
Brazilian slave trade reached…” [p. 204]) or mistakes of agreement (such 
as “both possibility” instead of “both possibilities” [p. 230]). other errors 
are more confusing – a discursive footnote that repeats several sentences 
twice (p. 207, n. 4), and some truly unintelligible sentences, such as one 
that begins: “The absence of any indigenous their own colonies uprising in 
prompted the British government to” (p. 225). Mistakes happen, but dozens 
of them litter these pages, impeding readability.

Criticisms aside, Abolition offers a sweeping, comprehensive study of 
the uneven rise of antislavery. Drescher weaves together disparate stories of 
campaigns against unfree labor on five continents to form one compelling 
narrative. in the process, he makes a strong case for global histories that tran-
scend national or regional paradigms and for the ability of ordinary people 
to influence the course of history. The implied message is that humanitarian 
activism is necessary, effective, and important – a welcome message indeed.
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As this volume’s editors point out, “despite the outpouring of scholarly work 
on the institution of slavery over the past several decades, manumission ... 
has not received the same scholarly attention” (p. vii). Like other under-
studied themes, manumission may not seem as dramatic to researchers and 
readers, but it illustrates vital aspects of the history of slavery. This collection 
makes a strong case for the centrality of manumission to that history, and 
views it through a wide comparative focus.

in a bracing lead chapter that – curiously enough – provides a better syn-
thetic overview of the process of manumission and of the book’s concerns 
than robin Blackburn’s less challenging “introduction,” orlando Patterson 
argues that “manumission – far from being a termination or undermining of 
slavery – became in most cases an integral part of the system of slavery” (p. 
20). He also pursues the “conceptual and ideological problems” (p. 15) raised 
by the process of turning a slave, as victim of social death, into a free person.

The book’s argument for Patterson’s first point is more convincing 
than for the second. His own essay elegantly explores in theoretical terms 
why “manumission had little to do with the abolition of slavery” (p. 20). 
subsequent chapters highlight how consistently low manumission numbers 
were as compared to the overall slave population. They also demonstrate 
how slaveholders across time and space used the promise or possibility of 
manumission to bolster the institution of slavery by providing an incentive to 
work and loyalty, and (with the curious and revealing exception of virginia 
masters in the early national period, as pointed out by eva sheppard wolf) to 
secure the loyalty of the freedpeople despite the often limited nature of the 
freedom they granted to them.

one effect of this argument is to turn the extraordinarily durable interpre-
tation of Frank Tannenbaum on its head. Tannenbaum pointed to the greater 
access to manumission in iberian than in english colonies, and in west indian 
than in Britain’s North American colonies, as evidence of a more beneficent 
regime in the former. But if we accept the thrust of this volume, we should 
see the slaveholders and legislators in the iberian and west indian colonies in 
these couplets as more efficient and calculating, not more humane.
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Gender is a major theme of the book, which is unsurprising given the 
common association of manumission with interracial sex (an association 
that the book’s cover illustration, a portrait of a scantily clad black woman, 
trades on). But rosemary Brana-shute provides an interesting corrective to 
this association which is also a corollary to the book’s overall stress on the 
small numbers of manumissions. That association assumes “that a white man 
having sex with a black or colored enslaved woman was so extraordinary 
as to induce him to manumit her in gratitude. There is no reason to assume 
that sexual intimacy was such a rare and idealized prize ... anywhere in the 
Atlantic world” (p. 184). Given this, the low rates of manumission meant that 
“those of mixed race who were freed were always a small minority of those 
who remained in slavery” (p. 185). Thus, while “women constituted the large 
majority of those freed ... the reason seems to be not so much a question of 
sex as of gender” (p. 190).

But while the volume’s downplaying of manumission numbers receives 
rich discussion and strong support throughout, Patterson’s dilemma sur-
rounding slaves exiting social death inserts an internal tension into the book. 
For other contributors highlight not manumission as a “gift” (p. 17) from 
master to slave, but slaves’ agency in securing manumissions. Debra G. 
Blumenthal shows us slaves in late medieval valencia “who were able to 
take their masters to court and successfully demand their liberty” (p. 63), 
as does keila Grinberg for Brazil. scott Hancock shows us slaves in British 
North America petitioning for their freedom and owning property (p. 266), 
and eric Burin illuminates the choices slaves in the United states had when 
their masters sought to persuade them to accept freedom and go to Liberia. 
“if they were the ‘social dead,’” as Grinberg puts it, “no slave would have 
been able to behave” in this fashion (p. 232). As provocative and valuable 
as Patterson’s opening salvos are, then, in this particular case there is a con-
tradiction between his theoretical discussion and the on-the-ground realities 
revealed in the chapters that follow.

The editors put the volume together so well that little room is left for 
quibbling. They provided a nice mix of the very leading names in the field 
and up-and-coming scholars. Their choice of contributors also led to a laud-
ably wide comparative lens, ranging throughout the Atlantic world, to rural 
as well as urban spaces, and from late medieval times through the mid-nine-
teenth century. The inclusion of a chapter by scott Hancock on the north-
ern states in the early national United states is the only case in which the 
desire for broad reach let in a chapter that might not fully belong, given 
that it pertains to the aftermath of state-mandated emancipation rather than 
manumission. But again, there is not much to complain about in this thought-
provoking volume. My own hope is that it will get the attention it deserves 
and thus help shine a light on this vital element of the global and Atlantic 
history of human bondage.
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This meticulously researched work covers the years 1792-1794 in 
saint-Domingue (Haiti) and France, most notably the tenure of the 
French commissioners Léger-Félicité sonthonax and Étienne Polverel; 
the June 20, 1793 infighting in Cap Français that led to the destruction 
of the city; sonthonax’s August 1793 emancipation proclamation; and 
the Convention’s February 1794 emancipation law that confirmed and 
expanded sonthonax’s proclamation. Public awareness of these momen-
tous events has increased in recent years, but actual scholarly research 
has tended to be superficial despite the existence of a wealth of materi-
als (Popkin draws heavily from the vast D XXv series in the French 
Archives Nationales, among others). This historiographical oversight has 
left us with two competing, but largely unproven, narratives. one starts 
with the 1789 Declaration of the rights of Man and sees universal eman-
cipation as the logical culmination of French revolutionary ideals. The 
other begins with the 1791 slave revolt and views the emancipation law 
as the response to a three-year struggle for liberty on the part of saint-
Domingue’s black population.

Popkin’s thesis is that neither explanation is consistent with the histori-
cal record. French revolutionaries generally paid little attention to colonial 
matters, preferring to defer to conservative planters rather than risk losing 
a valuable colony. This point was underscored by Yves Bénot as early as 
1987 in La révolution française et la fin des colonies, but Popkin uncovers 
much new supporting evidence. The great emancipator sonthonax initially 
went to saint-Domingue to crush the slave revolt; the radical robespierre 
was meeting with conservative colonial lobbyists just as the Convention was 
abolishing slavery; the abolitionist Grégoire initially described the law of 
emancipation as “disastrous” because it was too sudden (pp. 86, 354, 365).

Popkin is equally revisionist in his description of saint-Domingue’s 
black and mixed-race leaders, most of whom had not yet embraced universal 
emancipation by 1793, in part because many were slave-owners and -traders 
(pp. 94, 135). even after sonthonax proclaimed emancipation, most rebels 
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(Toussaint Louverture included) refused to join the French revolutionary 
camp (pp. 252, 275). Urban slaves were even more equivocal (p. 68). Much 
of this information has already been mentioned in other venues, notably by 
David Geggus, but Popkin lays out the evidence in a clear and comprehen-
sive fashion, particularly when it comes to the instinctive royalism and reli-
giosity that were central to the worldview of African-born rebels (p. 282).

The emancipation process, Popkin argues convincingly, resulted from 
a third, distinct dynamic: a series of urban riots between French officials, 
white colonists, and free people of color over the issues of colonial autonomy 
and racial equality. After describing the complex, explosive politics of Cap 
Français, Popkin gives an intricately detailed account of the fighting of June 
20-24, 1793 that pitted supporters of sonthonax and Polverel against those 
of the newly-appointed governor, François-Thomas Galbaud. The fighting, 
which initially involved no slave rebels, stemmed from issues of precedence, 
not ideology. (Galbaud, contrary to popular belief, was a solid republican.) 
But military expediency forced the embattled sonthonax to make an appeal 
to the black population, thus starting a chain of events that directly led to 
the February 1794 law of emancipation. None of this was pre-ordained or 
even predictable, so Popkin makes a case for “accidental” history – a history 
that does not proceed logically toward a discernable goal but rather swerves 
erratically based on the outcome of a street fight, an individual’s competing 
priorities, or, in Galbaud’s case, stupidity (p. 386). The implications for the 
general practice of history, still dominated by the Hegelian model, are evident.

Popkin, a professor of History at the University of kentucky, spent most 
of his career studying the French revolution until he switched his focus to its 
Haitian counterpart. His background is apparent as he regularly draws parallels 
with contemporary French developments, most notably when he describes the 
events of June 20, 1793 as a “journée” (p. 2). Analyzing the Haitian revolution 
within the framework of French revolutionary politics is a valid approach with 
a long history, but it often leads Popkin to focus almost entirely on a white set 
of characters, a penchant already noticeable in his Facing Racial Revolution 
(2008). French-born administrators did play the leading role in the June 20 
journée and the subsequent process of legal emancipation – this is the book’s 
main thesis – but one may regret that Popkin does not spend more time on 
individuals like the rebel leaders Pierrot and Macaya, who along with their 
followers tipped the scales that day, or the free black Jean-Baptiste Belley, 
who led free-colored troops during the fighting and later joined the three-man 
commission that convinced the Convention to abolish slavery.

The rank-and-file plantation workers who were the intended beneficiaries 
of the emancipation controversy are also largely absent from the narrative. 
Popkin presents in detail the intricate legal clauses meant to preserve planta-
tion agriculture by subjecting freedmen to semi-free “cultivator” status (p. 
271), but he quickly glosses over an important fact: the freedmen simply 
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ignored these regulations. with the plantation system collapsing from the 
bottom up, the elite debate over emancipation was thus somewhat moot. 
Popkin does concede that sonthonax and Polverel had no effective control 
over much of the colony (p. 284) and that rebel leaders had already set up a 
parallel economy in the areas they controlled (p. 128). extended passages, 
drawing from the works of Pierre Pluchon and robert Lacerte and tying 
France’s theoretical debates over emancipation to the rapid decline of the 
plantation system and the lives of the plantation workers, would have made 
a solid book even better.

Fighting for Honor: The History of African Martial Arts in the Atlantic 
World. t.J. Desch oBi. Columbia: University of south Carolina Press, 2008. 
xvii + 347 pp. (Cloth Us$ 49.95)

flávio goMes
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Cachoeira Bahia 44000.000, Brazil
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Translated by H. sabrina Gledhill

Africas were invented in various Atlantic spaces. There is a long tradition 
of studies that underscore the colonial and postcolonial dimensions of these 
Atlantic recreations, ruptures, transformations, and continuities. How were 
complex experiences and processes involving multifarious peoples and micro-
societies – in Americas, Europes, and Africas – interconnected? Borders were 
blurred, combining and recreating political, social, cultural, linguistic, reli-
gious, economic and other experiences. recent studies of slave ocracies have 
focused on the identities and cultures of Africans and their descendants in 
the Americas. Their varied approaches are accompanied by a rich debate – 
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both academic and political – that brings together scholars of slavery in the 
Americas and pre-colonial African societies. one of the central questions has 
been the analysis of the senses and meanings of the diaspora and its links with 
various African societies. This includes analyses of the cultural dimensions 
in circulation in the Atlantic world, where ethnic groups from vast regions 
were not only enslaved, but Africanized in a process of resocialization with 
complex communities and material cultures. spaces emerged in the diaspora 
involving Africans with diverse identities who reinvented practices and mean-
ings, such as ways of dressing their hair, wearing clothes, preparing food, 
and burying the dead. As a result, the beliefs, memories (and their use), and 
customs of the people who endured the Middle Passage might not necessarily 
have disappeared amid the experiences of slavery and emancipation. But how 
and when did they reemerge in countless scenarios involving adaptations of 
ethnic resources, the social world, and ideologies?

in this regard, T.J. Desch obi’s Fighting for Honor is a very welcome 
book. Based on admirable research – including an Africanist bibliography 
as well as one on slavery in the Americas and archival investigations in 
Luanda, Lisbon, rio de Janeiro, Paris, London, etc. – obi delves into the 
Black Atlantic. He does not just surf the waves of a superficial Afrocentric 
view; and it would be an unfair simplification – after reading this dense study 
– merely to emphasize that his chosen theoretical and methodological course 
harks back to the idea of the continuity of African culture in the diaspora. 
The fact is that he broadens the analysis, and makes it more sophisticated, 
by seeking the connections of the Atlantic kalunga who would adapt African 
cultural traditions, martial techniques, dances, instruments, and rhythms on 
the other side of the ocean. He takes his readers on an analytical journey 
through the recreated African martial arts, from the African kalenda and 
engolo to ladja and the jogo da Capoeiragem. we revisit capoeira and other 
martial arts in the diaspora in all their connections, inventions, and readapta-
tions. Thus, obi retraces routes, characters, and settings, finding agency and 
significance in cultural uses and meanings. we are taken to the hinterlands 
of southern Angola, the shores of the Bight of Biafra, and the islands of the 
French Antilles, going as far as the streets and narrow alleyways of rio de 
Janeiro. Always viewed from the African dimension, practices invent char-
acters in different contexts. The Africanist part of this study – an aspect that 
is limited in numerous studies that have attempted to analyze the cultures of 
slavery in the Americas – is of high quality, displaying an up-to-date bibli-
ography and a multidisciplinary approach. obi points out concentrations of 
certain African peoples in some areas to analyze forms of ancestrality and 
traditions, as well as cultural adaptations.

in recent decades, the study of African martial arts in the diaspora has 
made great strides, particularly now that capoeira is practiced on every con-
tinent. The globalization of that practice has given rise to many studies that 
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focus on its African roots and control of narratives focused on its past, tra-
dition, and leading figures. in Brazil – the original Atlantic shore of that 
practice and the point of exportation of its cultural values – there have been 
countless studies of capoeira in the fields of history, anthropology, sociology, 
and education. The greatest contributions have come from research by Carlos 
eugênio Líbano soares, among others. obi’s book references this tradition 
of research in Brazil, although it does not provide a detailed review of con-
tributions that have arisen in academic theses in the past few years. Although 
capoeira has been analyzed as an urban phenomenon of Atlantic slavery, we 
still know little about it in areas like recife, são Luís, and even Porto Alegre, 
where thousands of Africans disembarked between the late eighteenth cen-
tury and the first half of the nineteenth. Although it emerged in urban areas 
of the Atlantic, we do not know why capoeira did not spread into plantation 
areas of the slaveholding southeastern region, where there was a massive 
African presence until 1860. Also, the experiences of capoeira at the dawn 
of the nineteenth century are well charted only in rio de Janeiro; we know 
nothing about salvador and recife during that period. How did the prac-
tice of capoeira spread? we know more about how it was suppressed. was 
the phenomenon identical – in terms of instruments, music, and corporeal 
expression – in different places, with different people involved? Certainly 
there were several types of capoeira that were diversely interpreted – less 
standardized – depending on the players and contexts throughout the post-
emancipation period and the development of the concept of popular culture. 
in short, studies of the martial arts like capoeira in the diaspora can be a 
window through which to view the narratives and meanings of the origins, 
symbols, and practices of Atlantic diaspora cultures.
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in this provocative study, Frederick knight seeks new ground in a debate 
over the application of African knowledge to colonial American agricultural 
production (for a summary, see Hawthorne 2010:137-72). Most of the con-
tributors to this debate focus on rice. Noting that rice was grown in parts 
of Africa before the rise of Atlantic slavery, scholars have asked whether 
Africans contributed more than labor to New world rice regimes. knight’s 
view is clear. “The rice fields of colonial south Carolina and elsewhere in 
the Americas resulted from the expertise that west Africans brought across 
the Atlantic, leading planters to actively seek out slaves from the senegambia 
…, commonly known … for yielding people experienced in rice cultivation” 
(p. 62). knight then extends this thesis, arguing that African knowledge was 
important in British colonial artisanal production and for the success of a 
number of other cash crops.

The greatest strength of Working the Diaspora is that it is one of few 
books about American slavery to take Africa seriously. The first two chapters 
provide an overview of material life in west Africa. Here knight examines 
an array of crops produced in the old world – sugar, maize, millet, rice, 
yams, and more. He then demonstrates how Africans labored over many of 
the same crops in the New. He also explores Africa’s artisanal traditions, 
including metal work, cloth making, and pottery production, and points 
to places in America where slaves did similar things. The book includes a 
detailed chapter on tobacco and cotton and one on indigo and concludes with 
a tangential chapter about African views of the natural world.
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Most impressive is knight’s chapter on indigo. in the eighteenth century, 
south Carolina became a supplier of the dye to Britain. An accepted view has 
been that Africans knew little about the plant. knight, however, demonstrates 
the absurdity of this way of thinking. indigo was, indeed, found in several 
parts of Africa, and some African groups had highly technical processes 
for making dye. The way in which indigo was cultivated and processed in 
British colonies and Africa diverged in several ways. But this does not mean 
that African knowledge was unimportant in America, since, as knight shows, 
Africans adapted knowledge in a very different setting.

Unfortunately, the adaptation and creation of knowledge is not a theme 
that knight pursues consistently. indeed, with most crops he tends more 
toward an argument that African “knowledge systems” were transplanted 
from one place to another, the American “agriculture scene” emerging as 
one that “resembled west Africa” (p. 85). Here knight overreaches. Though 
many African fieldwork and crop processing techniques were reproduced 
in America, African and American agricultural systems were quite different 
because Africans, europeans, and indians adapted existing knowledge and 
created new techniques in colonial settings – places dominated politically by 
white folk, who controlled others by exercising extreme brutality.

Though readers will take much away from Working the Diaspora, it is 
lacking in a few areas. First, knight never produces evidence that plant-
ers “sought out” senegambians for their knowledge of rice – or Africans 
from other regions for supposed skill sets. Had senegambians been valued 
for their knowledge, slave pricing would have reflected it. But it did not. 
what planters wanted was healthy, strong, young adults. They did not much 
care what part of Africa they came from. it was, after all, geopolitics and 
winds and currents – and not planter choice – that determined what parts of 
America and Africa were connected.

second, knight often describes generalized “Africans” arriving in British 
colonies with “African knowledge” of a variety of crops. This is akin to 
describing Americans as a people who know how to make cars. That’s 
true, but the vast majority of us – even here in Michigan – don’t. Yes, some 
Africans harvested indigo, and some grew tobacco. But indigo was not pro-
cessed everywhere and tobacco cultivation on a large scale was not common 
on the continent. knight never establishes with any certainty that slaves on 
rice, cotton, indigo, and tobacco plantations in British colonies came from 
places that produced these crops.

Third, knight writes that early sugar production in Barbados “would not 
have been completely alien” to arriving African slaves (p. 54). However, it is 
extremely unlikely that many Africans knew much about sugar production, 
plantings being scattered and not generally significant. since sugar was the 
crop over which most Africans labored in the Americas, is it the case that the 
application of African knowledge to cash crop production was rare?
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Finally, Working the Diaspora left me wondering why Africans would 
volunteer their knowledge to a planter class that brutalized them? on provi-
sion grounds, it is likely that Africans chose the crops they raised, applying 
particular knowledge for the purpose of recreating culinary traditions. But in 
a master’s field, what did an African gain from applying particular technolo-
gies? it may be that people do what they know how to do. Put rice farmers in 
rice fields, and they will work as they always have. But with no attention to 
this subject, we are left guessing.

There can be no doubt that Africans were master agriculturalists and that 
many skills developed in Africa were applicable in a variety of American 
settings. This is worth knowing, and knight deserves high praise for telling 
the story.
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kwasi konadu’s book on the Akan diaspora in the Americas stands out as 
a particularly informative and path-breaking contribution to the study of 
African diasporas in the Americas. The modern Akan-speaking population 
stretches across central and southern Ghana and Côte d’ivoire. what is its 
history and what were the diasporic experiences of Akan-speakers who were 
ensnared in the international slave trade? konadu answers these and other 
pertinent questions in an innovative and provocative way. His illuminating 
study effectively challenges basic presuppositions of standard African dia-
sporic narratives. A real strength is that he does not begin his story with the 
Middle Passage, a conventional point of departure in most African diasporic 
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studies. He begins instead with a historical west African space, thereby offer-
ing a reassessment of Akan/African diasporic experiences in the Americas 
through the longue durée of Akan/African historical life. His masterful and 
well-written investigation has interdisciplinary breadth, methodological 
rigor, bold and imaginative concepts, and historical depth. it draws on oral 
traditions, archaeology, archival records, published primary and secondary 
sources, and historical linguistics. 

The book includes seven chapters, five maps, twelve figures, six tables, 
a glossary, endnotes (which also include bibliographic references since the 
book has no separate bibliography), and an index. Curiously, the figures and 
tables are not indicated in the table of contents; i only became aware of them 
while reading the text. 

Chapter 1, “on Diaspora and the Akan in the Americas,” discusses the 
historiography of the idea of diasporic Akan speakers (and Africans) in the 
Americas, and their identity markers as these are presented in primary and 
secondary sources. konadu engages and challenges certain Africanist and 
Americanist historiographies pertaining to Akan historical origins and the Akan 
diaspora in the Americas. To move away from ethnic notions of diaspori c Akan 
he argues that scholars “should start with the Africans’ core understandings and 
identities in Africa and then use both as a compass to chart their shapes in the 
Americas” (p. 14). what theoretical framework does he develop for reading 
Akan “core understandings and identities” in west Africa and the Americas? 
He employs two concepts to frame his approach. They are, on the one hand, 
“temporal culture,” which broadly speaking refers to material life and ecologi-
cal environments, and on the other, “ideational culture” which embraces ideas, 
symbols, values, sensibilities, and ways of thinking, acting, and feeling. His 
point is that the space of Akan diasporic experience presupposes as its condi-
tion of possibility a space of Akan historical development.

Chapters 2 and 3 examine Akan speakers in their west African milieu. 
“Quest for the river, Creation of the Path: Akan Cultural Development to the 
sixteenth Century” examines the formative processes that contributed to the 
development of Akan temporal and ideational cultures from about 1500 BCe 
to the sixteenth century. “History and Meaning in Akan societies, 1500-1800” 
covers the period 1500 to 1800, examining in detail Akan coastal and inland 
settlements and polities and their interactions with each other, Muslim trade 
centers north of the rain forest, and european merchants on the Gold Coast, as 
well as the impact of the Atlantic slave trade on Akan (and non-Akan) societ-
ies. Through a close reading of selected texts (ranging from proverbs to the 
odwira festival) and a careful scrutiny of archaeological and historical linguis-
tic data, konadu introduces readers to the historical nature of Akan cultura l 
politics and identity and their intersection with statecraft, local and regional 
trade, and trans-national flows of capital. Here he seems to address the issue 
concerning the kinds of difference a historical Akan culture could claim for 
itself on the basis of boundary-fixing strategies and political agendas. 
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The next three chapters focus on Akan diasporic experiences in different 
parts of the Americas. Chapter 4,“‘The Most Unruly’: The Akan in Danish 
and Dutch America,” looks at the politics and culture of Akan people as these 
were shaped by experiences of enslavement, marronage, and armed resis-
tance, beginning with the Danish and Dutch colonies where Akan-speakers 
were known as “(A)mina.” Chapter 5, “The Antelope (Adowa) and the 
elephant (Esono): The Akan in the British Caribbean,” considers the shaping 
of Akan ideational culture in the British Caribbean where Akan-speakers were 
commonly identified as “Coromantees.” Chapter 6, “‘All of the Coromantee 
Country’: The Akan Diaspora in North America,” turns to the North American 
mainland and examines the lived experiences of Akan persons in southern, 
mid-Atlantic, and New england colonies/states. These chapters concentrate 
on the re-configuration of Akan ideational culture as it entered into dialogue 
with other African cultural modes and practices. They are enlivened by inter-
esting biographical accounts of men and women of Akan origin. interestingly, 
konadu uses slave rebellions and other forms of resistance as a way of under-
standing the formation and dimensions of a composite Akan culture and as 
a way of approaching the lived experiences of Akan people in colonial and 
plantation societies. He foregrounds this culture over and against the ideologi-
cal demands and political domination of the planters’ regimes and does not 
describe it only in terms of strategies of resistance.

The final chapter, “Diaspora Discourses: Akan spiritual Praxis and the 
Claims of Cultural identity,” takes a contemporary look at persons of African 
descent and their efforts to engage with Akan culture and spirituality on the 
American and west African sides of the Atlantic. it raises, though without 
resolving it, the issue of the “new African diaspora” and the politics and 
claims of cultural identity among Akan speakers in west Africa and persons 
of African descent in the United states and Canada. 

konadu’s complex work raises a number of issues, questions, and 
problems, which are conceptual, empirical, and methodological in nature. 
These matters are useful in pointing to possible channels for future schol-
arly investigations. The study is unquestionably noteworthy from my per-
spective because it foregrounds the notion that the formation of the Akan 
diaspora in the Americas can only be properly comprehended by engaging 
with the history, specifically a cultural history, which preceded Akan dia-
sporic experiences. Does ideational culture accumulate history? Has the 
idea of “ideational culture” been reified and essentialized, transforming it 
into a trans-historical and transcendent phenomenon? These questions relate 
to the idea that enslaved and forcibly transported Akan endured material 
deracination or dispossession of their west African temporal culture. what 
forms did the effects of material deracination have on the transformation of 
ideational culture, language, and modes of identity that did not correspond 
to existing material systems of sustenance in the plantation regimes of the 
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Americas? while konadu seems to postulate a cultural continuity through 
time, he attempts to avoid reifying this idea by viewing continuity in terms 
of a cultural biography, over the long duration, of a range of practices, ideas, 
rituals, institutions, and attitudes among Akan speakers. in this conceptual 
setting ideational culture stands as a relatively autonomous formation which 
created its own context(s). konadu demonstrates that this culture was his-
torical, mobile, and mutable and that it was embedded in different networks 
and strategies. Furthermore, his work shows that diasporic studies can be 
profitably examined at different spatial levels. At one level he localizes the 
material and historical conditions of Akan ideational culture; at another he 
places the conception, production, circulation, and consumption of this cul-
ture within an Atlantic basin context. This is an important and intellectually 
refreshing study and i recommend it with much enthusiasm.
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Tradition and the Black Atlantic is the latest offering from leading African-
American studies scholar Henry Louis Gates Jr. it is a provocative and wide-
ranging exploration of the intellectual genealogy of Cultural studies – and 
more specifically, Black British Cultural studies – posed against the backdrop 
of the “culture wars” that raged in the United states during the late 1980s and 
1990s. Like his earliest works, Gates is concerned here with canon forma-
tion and dissolution, and with what these processes tell us about the politics 
of knowledge production in different locations. Ultimately, he seeks to think 
beyond the binaries that characterize much of modernist thinking in order to 
reveal something about the political dimensions of subject formation. 

The book is made up of four chapters, all originally written as public 
lectures between 1989 and 1992, and though he continued to revisit them 
through the 1990s and 2000s they retain the wit and tone of talks. At the heart 
of his investigation is a paradox – why, when some key proponents of the 
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Black British Cultural studies “movement” were proclaiming its exhaustion 
as early as 1990, were the ideas of these theorists gaining a second life, as it 
were, in the United states? This question begets others: what happens when 
a theoretical formation travels to a new context? How and why does it move, 
and how and why does it change as a result of the move? in order to begin 
thinking about these questions – and to provide a frame of reference for 
some of the contradictions that have suffused black scholarship and politics 
throughout the twentieth century – Gates travels through enlightenment’s 
legacies. He lands on edmund Burke as a figure who “not only anticipate d 
the post-colonialist critique of enlightenment rationalism, but who also 
may have founded the discourse against imperialism with which we align 
ourselves today” (p. 15). in Gates’s estimation, Burke, the anti-imperialist 
attorney who in the eighteenth century prosecuted warren Hastings, then 
governor of Bengal and the head of the east india Trading Company, for 
plundering the land and torturing the population, was the first to refuse the 
utopia of enlightenment universalism, the first to argue that “all relations are 
contingent” (p. 29). A cultural relativist (though his relativism also led him 
down the path of romanticism), Burke becomes, for Gates, the forefather of 
a particular strain of anticolonial struggle, in the realm of both politics and 
theory, a strain that has ultimately had mixed effects trafficking, as it does, in 
notions of cultural authenticity despite its anti-essentialism.

Gates then follows this strain of thinking (and its critical reformulation) 
through raymond williams to stuart Hall and the later generation of Black 
British Cultural studies theorists and cultural producers (like isaac Julien, and 
ultimately the visual artists whose work is at the center of rivington Place). He 
focuses, for example, on the reappropriation of Fanon throughout the 1990s, 
and on the ways in which a kind of Burkeian legacy haunts this project. That 
is, he demonstrates how the fascination with Fanon evinces something about 
our own current problematic of subject formation, with scholars as diverse as 
edward said, Homi Bhabha, Abdul JanMohamed, Benita Parry, and Albert 
Memmi mobilizing his arguments about colonial (and anticolonial) subjectiv-
ity in ways that sometimes reject and sometimes reproduce universalizing and 
totalizing abstractions of power, alterity, and resistance. 

Gates’s end game here is formulating a politics beyond identity essen-
tialisms, one that would subvert the U.s. discourse of multiculturalism (that 
flashpoint of the “culture wars”) without the need to imagine an authentic eth-
nic self, one that would allow for real cross-cultural understanding across dif-
ference, and one that might propel us toward a real political triumph over the 
new forces of conservative politics. To get there, he argues, we must in fact 
reject the sort of cultural relativism and romanticism that are Burke’s legacies.

A certain ambivalence suffuses the text. on one hand, Gates seems to 
celebrate Black British Cultural studies for its linking of theory and practice, 
and for its foregrounding of issues of sexuality and desire, issues that have 
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too often (until recently) been overlooked within the mainstream of African-
American scholarship. on the other hand, the line of his argument recalls 
some of the fault lines that were drawn in the 1990s and early 2000s over 
whether nationalism or diaspora should be the primary organizing principle 
for African American studies. Like the culture wars of the 1980s and 1990s, 
however, this seems to be a tension that has run its course, as some of the 
most exciting scholarship produced today examines the far-flung articula-
tions created through movement, transnational or otherwise. 

Finally, given Gates’s interest in the relationship between the produc-
tion of theory and the production of politics, it is surprising that he does not 
perform a more archaeological account of the development of Black British 
Cultural studies, emerging as it did as a political response to the crisis in 
Britain at the time as a way to think through the cross-ethnic alliances that 
were possible at that historical conjuncture. would moving this analysis 
beyond cultural theory produced in Britain and the United states have offered 
a way to more robustly link the struggles occurring on opposite sides of the 
Atlantic with which he is concerned? would it have engendered a more pro-
found engagement with feminist cultural studies theorists, or with scholars 
working within other (related) geopolitical zones like the Caribbean? would 
it have produced a different sort of cautionary tale regarding the contempo-
rary political moment in the United states? These questions notwithstanding, 
Tradition and the Black Atlantic provides the valuable opportunity for us 
to travel alongside one of the most important figures in African-American 
studies as he looks back on a critical moment in the development of the field.

From Africa to Jamaica: The Making of an Atlantic Slave Society, 1775-
1807.  auDra a. DiPtee. Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2010. xix 
+ 187 pp. (Cloth Us$ 69.95)

D.a. Dunkley
Department of History and Archeology
University of the west indies, Mona
kingston 7, Jamaica
<daive.dunkley@uwimona.edu.jm>

Audra Diptee has written an interesting book using an old idea: slave resis-
tance. it challenges the popular notion of “social death” as an apt description of 
the experiences of the enslaved which was made famous by orlando Patterson 
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(pp. 6, 79-80). Positioning her opposition within the scholarship of pioneer 
scholars of the Atlantic slave trade and slavery, she cites names such as Philip 
D. Curtin, John Hope Franklin, C.L.r. James, walter rodney, eric williams, 
Martin klein, Paul Lovejoy, David v. Trotman, and David richardson. These 
names are certainly well known, but with the exception of James, rodney, 
Trotman, and williams, they represent the writing of Atlantic history from 
within the metropole. James, rodney, and williams themselves raised serious 
questions about the imperial concerns and ideologies that have helped to shape 
this scholarship; among the complaints is the quite credible observation that 
this scholarship has shifted attention away from the violence of enslavement to 
make more space for discussions about slave resistance and accommodation. 
However, the idea of social death still has a vital role in assessments of slave 
trading and slavery, since the harsh realities of enslavement encouraged resis-
tance and motivated many of the adjustments slaves made to their condition.

Diptee is primarily concerned with the British slave trade to Jamaica in 
the period extending from the American revolution through the abolition of 
the British slave trade in 1807. in a brief epilogue, she also addresses issues 
affecting slave life after the cessation of the trade and mentions the importation 
of laborers from india and China, which was contemplated “as early as 1805” 
in anticipation of increases in the price of labor arising from the abolition of 
the slave trade (p. 116). slaveholders ultimately took the decision to import 
indentured laborers after the abolition of slavery in 1833. Diptee views the 
system of indentured labor purely in terms of the workforce needs of the slave-
holders, though there is more that could be said on this system in connection 
with the racial, ethnic, and certainly religious discourses guiding slaveholders’ 
decisions. Notably absent from Diptee’s book is attention to the work of pro-
slavery writers except for william sells. The reverend George wilson Bridges 
also wrote during the aftermath of the slave trade after taking up residence in 
Jamaica in 1816, providing useful discussions for assessing the prominence of 
nonlabor attitudes in the shaping of discourses about alternative labor supplies. 
Absent, too, is any reference to o. Nigel Bolland who made the vital connec-
tion between the domination shared by slavery and the post-slavery period “to 
remedy the continuing problem of labor,” as Diptee herself puts it (p. 117).

Diptee notes that captives taken to Jamaica by British slave traders during 
the period of her study “were among the last of the enslaved to put an African 
stamp on Jamaican slave society” (p. 3). This observation is important to 
understanding the retention of African culture and traditions during slavery, 
but the discussion has to be taken further than the captives to include the 
extent to which Creole slaves also retained the traditions of their forebears. 
African cultural practices survived within enslaved Creole communities, as 
Melville Herskovits and edward Brathwaite showed years ago. work by lin-
guists, such as Maureen warner-Lewis, have made similar assertions; more 
recently, the research on the Caribbean churches in the diaspora, by Delroy 
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A. reid-salmon, provides a fresh framework for reexamining cultural reten-
tion among people born outside of their familial homelands in the Caribbean. 
Bonds that continue to bind these people to the original homes of their par-
ents and grandparents are revealed in their religious doctrines and practices. 
Diptee’s main thesis is a welcome change to history-writing on the British 
slave trade. she states that “the health and condition of captives ... had the 
largest influence on trading prices and patterns” (p. 4). she also argues that 
the issue of race, though important, played a less prominent role in the deci-
sions made by slave traders, whose interactions with African slave traders 
were more important factors shaping the pattern of trading along the coastal 
areas of west Africa. slave traders always had the economic condition of 
destinations such as Jamaica under consideration when negotiating for cap-
tives, and as Diptee points out, during the period of her study there was no 
dramatic decline in the demand for slaves in Jamaica. Agricultural expansion 
actually characterized the Jamaican economic situation during these years, 
and, as a result, the demand for slaves increased until 1801-1805 when the 
number of people who were embarked in Africa dropped below that for the 
previous period of 1776-1780. Certainly more research is needed to show the 
extent to which these developments brought to light by Diptee for Jamaica 
also characterized transatlantic slave trading elsewhere.

Diptee uses the Trans-Atlantic slave Trade Database, which is accessible 
on the internet and free if it is used there. This database provides the most 
up-to-date figures on the trade, and Diptee makes good use of it to fill gaps 
in the historical literature, such as the number of children taken by slave 
traders, and to give an updated (if not a more precise) rendering of the places 
in Africa where slaves were captured and then taken to coastal areas to be 
shipped to Jamaica. with a source as accessible as the slave Trade Database 
it would be easy to fall into the trap of inundating a study such as Diptee’s 
with tables and numbers, but she commendably transcends the old numbers 
game to give a more qualitative examination, and in this way is able to incor-
porate assessments of the linkages between the slave trade and some promi-
nent developments within slavery and slave society in Jamaica.
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Elections, Violence and the Democratic Process in Jamaica 1944-2007. 
aManDa sives. kingston: ian randle. 2010. xxix + 232 pp. (Paper Us$ 
22.95)

Douglas MiDgett
Department of Anthropology 
University of iowa 
iowa City iA 52242, U.s.A. 
<douglas-midgett@uiowa.edu>

in this book Amanda sives examines the nature of electoral violence in 
Jamaica from the nation’s first popular election under universal adult suf-
frage in 1944 until 2007. This follows from her 1995 Ph.D. dissertation, and 
a number of follow-up articles. Although she has extended the time frame 
from that of the thesis, there is little post-1995 material, save for brief exami-
nation of the election in 2007. Thus, although she has made regular return 
visits to Jamaica since the mid-1990s, we can only guess at the changes that 
have transpired relative to the relationship between partisan politics and vio-
lence since that time.

The introduction examines two approaches to the study of partisan politi-
cal violence in Jamaica. The first, advanced by Carl stone and written mostly 
during the first Michael Manley regime (1972-1980), focuses on clientelist 
politics that developed during the first decades of Jamaican popular politics, 
with an escalating violent component. The second, authored by obika Gray, 
examines fundamental cultural orientations among Jamaican males, referred 
to as “badness-honour.” Although sives indicates that she will employ 
these two approaches to “situate my own work” (p. xv), further mention 
of Gray’s analysis disappears after she dismisses it as “an unwieldy tool … 
[that] encompasses too broad a range of resistance” (p. xix). This dismissal, 
i suggest, deprives sives of a significant element in her analysis. while Gray 
does address a broad range of “resistances,” greater attention to his thesis 
would have allowed sives to locate her analysis within a broader compara-
tive framework, the absence of which is a distinct weakness of her book.

obika Gray identifies “badness-honour” as an orientation characterizing 
behaviors and cultural configurations that inhere among poor, urban young 
Jamaican males. However, he notes that “acts of badness-honour occur 
among the poor across all societies,” particularly where “sharp deficits in 
power, group respect and material well-being” are part of the social fabric 
(Gray 2003:21). He elaborates: 
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Badness-honour is evident therefore in the public kinetic expression and 
corporeal gestures employed by social agents in contexts of domination 
and social inequality. Badness-honour is a repertoire that employs lan-
guage, facial gesture, bodily poses and an assertive mien to compel rivals 
or allies to grant power, concede respect, accord deference or satisfy mate-
rial want. (Gray 2003:21)

That Gray recognizes these practices as occurring across societies is signifi-
cant. A number of sociological studies of urban ghetto life have identified 
similar configurations. while the Jamaican instance may evidence its own 
peculiar character, it is hardly a unique case. we ought, therefore, to be able 
to place it within a larger framework exemplified in studies of urban poverty 
in capitalist formations. it aids us in understanding the ontological bases of 
the behaviors that sives richly describes. To some extent she recognizes this 
when she states: “it was within this context of high unemployment and urban 
deprivation that the growth in rude boys, criminality and trade in marijuana 
occurred. These developments ... were to have an important impact on the 
political culture within specific urban constituencies” (p. 61).

Furthermore, her book fails to take into account the regional context with-
in which Jamaican political practice has occurred. Alexander Bustamante, 
like his contemporaries in the eastern Caribbean, came to prominence on the 
back of labor union activism as the maximum leader of the party, the union, 
and, after 1944, the state. Unlike them, he was unable to purge or otherwise 
render impotent those with the temerity to challenge him and the JLP. sives 
points out that the growing strength of the PNP after 1944, especially in 
kingston and the Corporate Area, was met with strong-arm tactics on the 
part of the JLP and its supporters, engendering a like response by the PNP 
– initially to protect its political meetings and prevent intimidation of its sup-
porters, and later as an active political tactic on its own behalf.

As sives notes, the violence associated with political campaigns and elec-
tions escalated during the 1970s, leading to the 1980 election, described in 
detail. in that election, when the PNP government of Michael Manley lost to 
the JLP the issue of “ideology” was repeatedly invoked. sives does not interro-
gate this in terms of whether or not ideological differences actually constituted 
a basis for violent contention. she quotes Manley’s remark that “to label the 
partisan political violence of that period as ideological was to give it legiti-
macy” (p. 101). The extent to which the so-called ideological issue was a con-
struction formulated to discredit the Manley regime during a period of regional 
ferment can be deduced from the editorial pages of the Jamaica Gleaner. The 
Gleaner’s columnists, Dawn rich, Morris Cargill, and John Hearne, contrib-
uted numerous diatribes focused on Manley’s alleged leaning toward Cuba 
and the Gleaner’s political inclinations were patent. with the overthrow of the 
regimes of eric Gairy in Grenada and Anastazio somoza in Nicaragua, the 
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pressure from the United states on regional governments intensified. earlier 
in the book sives prefigures the importance of regional and hemispheric influ-
ences when she writes of “external articulations” that include “the rise of Black 
Power and the radicalization of the politics of race” and “the hemispheric 
response to the consolidation of a Marxist regime in Cuba” (p. 53). However, 
there is little mention of these in subsequent discussions.

sives devotes a chapter to efforts at electoral reform and the work of 
civil society organizations to address political violence in the aftermath of 
the 1980 election, but in recent years murders in Jamaica – not necessar-
ily politically inspired – have accelerated to a level almost double that of 
1980. Although it was not her intent to address the most recent confrontation 
between government and the gangs in Tivoli, this is difficult to assess, given 
the material presented in her book.
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scholars and readers with a general interest in Caribbean prehistory are 
familiar with the class of artifacts known as cemis, although an understand-
ing of the role that these artifacts played in the social, political, and religious 
fabric of the Amerindians of the Caribbean has been lacking. José oliver 
presents a detailed analysis of the cemi in pre-Columbian Caribbean culture 
and of the vital contribution of cemiism to the proper functioning of native 
culture and power structures. The book, divided into six parts, begins with 
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oliver’s introduction of the subject and his theoretical premises. He then 
describes the form, personhood, and identity of cemi idols, followed by a 
section that explores the social relations and circulation of cemi idols and 
human beings. The fourth part looks at the material culture that embodies 
cemiism, namely the stone collars, elbow stones, three-pointers, stone heads 
and guaizas (face masks). The fifth part examines the battles for the cemis 
in Hispaniola, Boriquen, and Cuba. This part offers an interesting example 
of religious syncretism, as oliver explores two historic cases in which the 
virgin Mary replaces native cemis. The final part presents oliver’s conclu-
sions and thoughts about the direction of future research.

oliver begins his analysis with a critical review of irving rouse’s cul-
ture history for the Caribbean, challenging the rousean assumption of a 
“unilinear developmental culture history” as “seriously flawed” (p. 11). He 
proceeds to construct a detailed critique of rouse’s view of the Taino using 
archaeological evidence and well-referenced scholarly literature to question 
many of his assumptions. The alternative to rouse’s view of the Taino as a 
people is a notion of the “Tainoness of Peoples,” that is to say, a “spectrum 
or mosaic of social groups who express, negotiate, and contest in various 
ways their ‘Tainoness’ and who participate with various degrees of intensity 
in becoming and being ‘Tainoan’” (p. 28). oliver argues that native rulers 
employed cemi icons and religiously potent symbolism to demonstrate their 
Tainoness. The remainder of the text focuses on how cemiism blends the 
human world and the supernatural world into a seamless realm where human 
actors and non-human objects imbued with human and supernatural quali-
ties interact in a complex web of social relationships. These relationships are 
at the heart of the power structure of the caciques or chiefs who ruled pre-
Columbian society. oliver also explores what happens when this relationship 
is disrupted by the spanish.

oliver underscores the vital nature of cemiism to the social order when 
he notes that, “For living caciques to govern effectively, they had to maintain 
control of an appropriately powerful contingent of cemi icons, those with 
tested reputations and with legendary status” (p. 87). Cemis, it is explained, 
are not mere objects of art, but rather actors within the indigenous culture. As 
such, “like human beings, these cemis have names and titles, roles marked by 
gender and age, and social rank; they build up reputations and have a history 
of deeds based on their acts and relationships with human beings and with 
other beings…in short, they have biographies” (p. 54). in this worldview 
people need cemis and cemis need people. Cemis created opportunities for 
social relations that could not exist in their absence (p. 44) and they were 
necessary to “strengthen and reaffirm political-economic support among 
caciques in the Greater Antilles” (p. 155). The relationship between cemiism 
and the political and social order of things was irreversibly impacted by the 
spanish who may not have understood the cosmology of cemiism – indeed 
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they probably did not care about it at all – although they did understand the 
threat that cemiism posed to their control of the indigenous people.

Throughout the book oliver meticulously details his research using 
the accounts of the early chroniclers as well as a thorough review of both 
the available literature and the archaeological data. The result is a cogent, 
thoughtful exploration of the role of cemiism in the native culture that was 
soon to be overcome by the spanish. readers will be challenged to accept 
oliver’s premise of the role of the cemi – especially the cacique-cemi rela-
tionship – in Amerindian culture and the accompanying cosmological view 
that supports it. one reason that this may seem to be a challenge is that 
the supporting archaeological evidence is at best a bit thin, in particular as 
it relates to the range of cemi artifacts that undergird oliver’s theoretical 
propositions. He recognizes this to be the case, though, and embraces the 
potential for his theoretical framework to “provide a baseline and coherent 
argument against which future archaeological research on native religions 
and their material correlates can be assessed” (p. 247).

At the conclusion of this text readers will find that they have explored 
with oliver the theoretical and ethnohistoric landscape as it relates to the role 
of cemiism and cemi idols in the indigenous culture of the Greater Antilles. 
Along the way they will acquire a solid theoretical framework for under-
standing cemiism. oliver leaves readers with a caution to be mindful of the 
complex web of interactions and relationships that exist between the material 
culture encountered by archaeologists and the human (or non-human) actors 
and cultural systems that created those material elements.

The Latin American Identity and the African Diaspora: Ethnogenesis in 
Context. antonio olliz BoyD. Amherst NY: Cambria Press, 2010. xxvii 
+ 329 pp. (Cloth Us$ 119.99)
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Department of Foreign Languages & Literatures 
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west Lafayette iN 47907, U.s.A. 
<stinchcomb@purdue.edu>

Despite the proof of its impact upon all aspects of Latin American culture, the 
existence of the African diaspora is still very much up for debate. Mestizo, 
the term for the preferred identity in Latin America, trumps all physical traits 
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to lessen the comparison with an undesirable ethnic identity, a lexical attempt 
to “adelantar la raza,” as the saying goes. in the first sentence of the pro-
logue to The Latin American Identity and the African Diaspora, Antonio 
olliz Boyd defines an aphorism as a “concise expression of a social truth.” 
The aphorism that drives this book, “same trip, different ships,” is the one 
whose context leads to the concept of ethnogenesis, as noted in the subtitle, 
Ethnogenesis in Context. The book consists of four essays with the same 
leitmotiv, essays that, as Boyd describes them, “concern the image and social 
effect of the aesthetics of blackness” in the literature of Latin America (p. 
xvi). The first three essays focus on nation-centered literature from through-
out Latin America to examine “the extent to which the national psyche has 
accepted or rejected … the ethnic Afro Latino and Afro Latinism” as repre-
sentative of the national culture (p. xvii). The Latin American lexicon proves 
the existence and impact of the African slaves and their descendants upon 
Latin American culture since the sixteenth century. Noting that Hispanidad 
itself is a term that has both racial and socio-cultural implications, Boyd 
declares the creation of an Afro Latino identity a form of ethnogenesis as 
well (p. xxii). The fourth essay deconstructs Afrolatinism on the basis of the 
“black experience.” Here, links are made between Afro Latin Americans in 
Latin America and those in Africa, the descendants of the returnees to the 
Gold Coast from Brazil in the nineteenth century.

The principal argument is that Latin American identity is not defined by 
what it is culturally, spiritually, or phenotypically, but by the way it chooses 
to identify itself. Three-fourths of the text centers on the aesthetics of black-
ness, on the aesthetics of language as an experience of Afro Latin identity, 
and on the aesthetics of the black experience in racial awareness. As achiev-
ing whiteness is socially rewarding and blackness inhibits socio-economic 
ascension, the preferred Latin American prototype still distances itself from 
blackness. Boyd contends that acceptance of blackness based upon phe-
notype is not the same as acceptance based upon sociocultural makeup (p. 
17). His close reading of Afro-Latino authors Andrés eloy, Manuel Zapata 
olivella, and Carlos Truque shows that even among African-descended 
Latinos, language has a subtext meant to make racial differentiations that 
may corroborate the pro-white national rhetoric. Just as many non-black 
writers often describe the black subjects in their texts with stereotypical lan-
guage, Truque’s physical description of the black protagonist demonstrates 
how he (Truque) may have identified himself ethnically as Afro Latino, but 
still differentiated himself from darker blacks, to avoid being grouped with 
them racially (p. 24). Therefore, he concludes, the expression of blackness 
for the Afro Latino author is an intentional act. This black aesthetic reflects 
the psycho-social reality of the author who, through the depiction of his 
black characters interprets his own idea of blackness (p. 44).
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in his discussion of the concept of race, Boyd focuses on the aesthetics 
of language and race and its imagery in Latin American literature. in Latin 
America, race is a linguistic concept that, although based upon skin tone and 
general features, ignores the fact that these features are genetically deter-
mined, instead favoring the traits that demonstrate “racial” distance from 
non-whiteness. The Latin American lexicon proves the existence and impact 
of the African slaves and their descendants upon Latin American culture 
since the sixteenth century. However, despite all the research on the topic, 
can Mexicans, Bolivians, Chileans, and Argentinians, for example, ever be 
convinced that the bamba, the quimba, the cueca, and the tango are dances 
whose names are corrupted versions of African dances and therefore may very 
well be of African origin themselves? As Boyd indicates, for those aware of 
the African presence in their country, there may be more “passive recognition 
of cultural references” due to resistance to being associated with anything 
African. while for others, especially for Cubans who remain on the island, 
these cultural references are part of what defines their ethnicity (p. 92).

As the Dominican republic is a country well-recognized for its polemi c 
of racial identity, it is fitting for Boyd to dedicate an entire essay solely to 
the aesthetic of blackness through the experience of racial awareness in 
Dominican writing. Basing his analysis on the novels of Loída Maritza Pérez 
and Julia Alvarez, Geographies of Home and In the Name of Salomé, Boyd 
completes a semiotic reading paying specific attention to the codification of 
the racial terminology and the specific attitudes of the authors toward race as 
identified by their choice of words. This “nonlinguistic system” of codifica-
tion consists of attitudes and images that are associated with the meanings 
that a particular society may give them. His analysis offers a new way to 
approach critical race theory. And he takes a great leap forward when he 
includes the results of his study, among the Gã in the village of Tabom, of the 
impact that the Afro Brazilian returnees had on Africans after four centuries 
of slavery and colonialism. This essay stands out because it introduces a new 
type of aesthetic to the discourse on the Afro Hispanic experience, an aes-
thetic that, barring discussion of equatorial Guinea, is quite unique.

The Latin American Identity and the African Diaspora affords readers a 
view of the diaspora that is broader and more inclusive than previous studies. 
while it is a necessary text for all institutional libraries, it would also make 
a valuable addition to the personal library of any scholar in History, Latin 
American or African Diaspora, or New world, Cultural, ethnic and racial 
studies. it could appropriately be a required text for students in any of these 
fields.
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Reconstructing Racial Identity and the African Past in the Dominican Republic 
joins a handful of other english-language texts seeking to make sense of 
Dominicans’ relationship to blackness and their African heritage. (see, for 
example, Candelario 2007, Howard 2001, Mayes forthcoming.) Unlike other 
researchers, however, simmons lived in the Dominican republic from 2000 to 
2004, raised her children there, and worked as the director of the Council on 
international educational exchange (Ciee) study abroad program in santiago. 
The result is a uniquely longitudinal, cross-cultural, grounded set of questions 
and observations, presented in a plainly written yet culturally attuned analysis 
of race, racialization, and the “black amnesia” evident in most Dominican edu-
cational, public history, and bureaucratic identification projects (p. 87).

The book consists of an introduction, four substantive chapters, and a 
conclusion. The introduction offers a brief biographical sketch and testimo-
nio of simmons’s experiences of African American and Dominican identity 
formations. Chapter 1 explores the historical development of state-sanc-
tioned race discourses and ideologies that by the late twentieth century make 
“racial mixture” the hegemonic national heritage discourse despite the pre-
dominance of African heritage populations in the mix with european colo-
nizers and immigrants, and Arab and Asian immigrants. Particularly useful 
is simmons’s brief account of how increased immigration from the Middle 
east, Cuba, Puerto rico, spain, and Haiti contributed to a shift away from the 
early twentieth-century racial self-ascription of the majority of Dominicans 
as de color (“of color”) and of their republic as part of the west indies.

simmons picks up on Dominicans’ popular use of sancocho – a hearty 
garlicky stew typically comprising beef, pork, chicken, root vegetables, 
corn, plantains, and rice1 – as a metaphor for the many heritages that come 
together to constitute a flexibly incorporative yet uniquely Dominican ethno-
racial identity. simmons notes that despite this openness to “new ingredi-

1. For recipes, cultural commentary, and a Dominican merengue about sancocho, see 
NWIG 69:127-29 (1995).
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ents” for the national stew, there is an institutionally sanctioned preference 
for mixtures that are oriented toward blanqueamiento (whitening). This is 
best exemplified by the Trujillo-era institutionalization of the “indio” color 
category rather than “mulato” to describe the “color” of “visibly” Afro-
descended Dominicans. This terminology is naturalized in the state identity 
cards every adult Dominican must have and use in everyday life, the cedula.

To wit, simmons asks whether the 1998 introduction of “mulato” as an 
official cedula color category constituted a significant shift away from “black 
amnesia.” in Chapter 2 she offers an ethnographic account of what govern-
ment workers at the Junta Central electoral (JCe) in santiago, who were 
charged with issuing cedulas with these new labels, actually did. simmons 
moves fluidl y between the micro-level practices of JCe workers ascribing 
color categories to individual Dominican citizens (a process that she shows 
to be highly subjective, debatable, and negotiated) and the larger macro-
level political debates and socio-cultural shifts that give the labels meaning. 
in the end, she found that JCe workers generally were reluctant to favor 
mulato over indio, due largely to an ongoing commitment to demarcate the 
Dominican republic from Haiti, and Dominicans from Haitians. As a soci-
ologist, i would have liked to know a great deal more about the administra-
tive process through which that policy change occurred. what stakeholders 
were involved in the conversations? what motivated the discursive shift and 
was it accompanied by an ideological shift? Unfortunately, that information 
is missing from the book.

simmons’s major contribution comes in Chapter 3, where she examines 
how “the idea of mixture is recast based on lived experiences both here and 
there” (p. 87, her emphasis). she presents an ethnographic description of 
her experiences as director of the Ciee Program, and of her students’ expe-
riences of race in the Dominican republic. she is especially lucid in her 
analysis of her African American students’ accounts of re-racialization in 
the Dominican republic into typically Dominican particularist racial cat-
egories “based on color, hair type and style, and other physical characteris-
tics” and away from their own U.s.-based understandings of themselves as 
unequivocally “Black.” simmons’s best insights come when she seriously 
engages African-American perspectives without privileging them as defini-
tive, “true,” or more reliable readings of race and racism in the Dominican 
republic than those of Dominicans. she also offers multiple examples 
of Dominicans whose encounters with African Americans – both in the 
Dominican republic and in the United states – undergo “an epistemologi-
cal shift in mixedness and blackness” (p. 87). Thus, affirming blackness is 
more than re-labeling skin color; it signifies membership in a larger African 
diaspora that confers not just disadvantage and stigma – as it does in the 
Dominican context – but affirmative community, healthy identity, and politi-
cal solidarity oriented to transnational social justice.
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However, very little analytical or even ethnographic attention is paid to 
the reactions and racialization of the white American students. For example, 
given that Dominican notions of whiteness allow for African heritage and for 
what Harry Hoetink (1967) called a “darker somatic norm image” while U.s. 
notions of whiteness require exclusively european heritage, how do white 
students come to reflect on their understandings of whiteness and blackness, 
and of race, racial identity, racialization, and racism more generally? This 
would have added an important reminder that whiteness is as socially con-
structed and contested as blackness.

we learn in Chapter 4 that it is these “epistemological shifts” that under-
gird Dominicans’ participation in “Alliances, organizations, and Networks 
in the African Diaspora.” From Dominican cultural workers who affirm 
African heritages in their writing, visual arts, music, dance, and museums; 
to organizers of Dominican grassroots organizations and movements; to par-
ticipants and collaborators in U.s. and Latin American non-governmental 
organizations, simmons presents an eclectic mix of what she calls “identity 
entrepreneurs.” Although each case is treated somewhat anecdotally, read-
ers come away with a sense that there are many public spaces and voices 
actively seeking to recover from the nation’s “black amnesia.”

simmons concludes the book by returning to her opening debate: is 
Dominicans’ relationship to their African past a form of denial of their own 
blackness? she asserts that there is an important difference between black 
amnesia (i.e. a forgetting of what was once known) and black denial (refusing 
to acknowledge “the truth”). simmons argues that Dominican experiences and 
viewpoints offer important challenges to racial presumptions and ideologies 
in the United states. in the end, the lesson of Reconstructing Racial Identity 
and the African Past in the Dominican Republic is to acknowledge how these 
at times conflicting paradigms challenge national racial ideologies and inspire 
anti-racist solidarities across African diaspora communities.
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Haiti and the Haitian Diaspora in the Wider Caribbean proposes an inter-
disciplinary approach to the study of the Haitian diaspora with a focus on 
the French départements of Guadeloupe and French Guiana, and, to a lesser 
extent, on Jamaica, the Dominican republic, and the United states. The book 
includes scholarly essays written by anthropologists, historians, and literary 
critics as well as interviews and a personal narrative. The diversity of the 
essays in terms of both disciplinary perspective and authorship introduces 
readers to the complex experience of Haitian migrants.

This groundbreaking book aims at describing and understanding the 
opposition that Haitians have met with as they settle in the United states 
and other parts of the Caribbean. in the introduction, Philippe Zacaïr and 
Catherine reinhardt identify the major places and moments of racist aggres-
sion toward Haitians, from the 1937 massacre on the Haitian-Dominican 
border to the little-known Guadeloupean racist radio shows and calls for 
hunting down Haitian migrants that began in the 1980s. Drawing on the work 
of stuart Hall, Laënnec Hurbon, and khachig Tölölyan, they offer three ana-
lytical frameworks for comprehending racial prejudice toward a people who 
share a common history with many other Caribbean islanders, especially the 
Francophone ones. 

stuart Hall (1991) has defined cultural identity as being both an “already 
accomplished fact” that emphasizes continuity and shared experiences, and 
a “production which is never complete, always in process” that stresses dif-
ferences. For Hall, the “doubleness of similarity and difference” character-
izes the production of Caribbean cultural identities. They share a common 
history of transplantation, enslavement, and colonization that has led them 
to be considered all the same by the “developed west,” as a peripheral other 
at the margin of the metropolitan world. However, they are different due to 
the diverse ways they have negotiated their relationships with the metropo-
les. Zacaïr and reinhardt argue that it is precisely this unique positioning of 
Haiti toward France and the United states that is difficult for other Caribbean 
states to handle.
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in a different vein, Laënnec Hurbon understands Guadeloupean prejudice s 
toward Haitian and Dominican migrants as an attempt to resist colonial 
oppression by creating an imaginary pure and authentic Guadeloupean space 
free of foreign cultures, even though Haitian culture has significantly influ-
enced Guadeloupean music, language, and popular religion (Hurbon 1983). 
Caribbean migrants have become scapegoats onto which Guadeloupeans proj-
ect their own sense of alienation, as they are still victims of colonial violence.

Finally, drawing upon kachig Tölölyan’s definition of nation-states as 
sites of homogeneity (Tölölyan 1991), Zacaïr and reinhardt argue that the 
violent reactions to Haitian migrants have to be linked to their challeng-
ing membership in a “traveling culture” (Cohen 1997), or “nation unbound” 
(Basch et al. 1994).

Following the reprint of Paul Brodwin’s seminal 2003 essay regarding 
the marginalization of Haitians in Guadeloupe, each chapter introduces a 
specific locale and situation. Part one, “Haitian diasporas,” includes Pierre 
Minn’s essay on the health care situation of Haitians at the Dominican bor-
der, Zacaïr’s essay on ibo simon’s racist radio shows in Guadeloupe, sharon 
Clarke’s essay on refugee rights in Jamaica, Maud Laëthier’s essay on the 
ethnicization of Haitian migration to French Guiana, and odile Ferly’s essay 
on the demonization of Haitians in Guadeloupean literature. in Part Two, 
“Testimonies,” Zacaïr’s conversation with Myrtha Désulmé stresses the 
class diversity of the Haitian diaspora. in “Congratulations! You don’t look 
Haitian. How and when does one look Haitian?” Cécile Accilien reflects on 
her position as a scholar of Haitian origin in the United states. Her narra-
tive illuminates the prejudices of U.s. academia toward foreign scholars and 
more specifically toward those coming from developing countries.

instead of offering a lengthy discussion of the concept of diaspora (though 
this is brilliantly analyzed by Laëthier in her essay on Haitian migrants in 
French Guiana), Haiti and the Haitian Diaspora in the Wider Caribbean 
stresses the notion of movement as being intrinsic to the definition of dia-
sporic practices. This allows the authors to show the psychological, socio-
logical, and political costs of such movements, but it does not lead to an 
analysis that shows how the metropoles have developed barriers to the move-
ment of people. racial prejudices toward Haitians are not only developed 
by every Caribbean as other studies have shown for the Bahamas and Turks 
and Caicos, but are also supported by U.s. and european governments. it is 
easier for a Cuban national to enter the United states than it is for a Haitian 
national. A Cuban citizen tends to be considered a political refugee and easily 
granted residency, whereas a Haitian citizen is more likely to be considered 
an economic refugee and denied entry. France has passed numerous bills and 
laws to forbid the entrance of Haitian nationals into the French overseas ter-
ritories of the Americas and to facilitate their deportation.

This collection of essays is the first comparative attempt to discuss anti-
Haitian feelings across the Caribbean and the United states. its interdisciplin-
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ary approaches make it a seminal book for students ready to consider migration 
and other transnational processes not just from the common understanding of 
hybridity and cultural creation but from the reality of stigmatization and dis-
crimination that many foreign nationals are subjected to. The recent incapacity 
of the U.s., Canadian, and French governments to facilitate family reunions in 
the aftermath of the earthquake that struck Haiti in January 2010, in contrast to 
their initial commitments, is a cruel reminder of the absence of political will to 
support the freedom of movement of disenfranchised people.
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After the collapse of Duvalierism in February 1986, jubilant and angry 
crowds tried to physically erase the Duvalier dictatorship from the face of 
Haiti. Dechoukaj, the creole term for uprooting the dictatorship, took the 
form of destroying the headquarters of the tontons macoutes, the homes of 
Duvalier officials, the BMw dealership of ernest Bennett, and ultimately 
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the mausoleum of the Duvalier family in the national cemetery. erasing the 
physical traces of Duvalierism was the easy part. Not even the collapse of 
that icon of Duvalierist power, the national palace, now eerily silent after the 
January earthquake, can lay to rest the ghosts of Duvalierism that haunt the 
Haitian imaginary. 

in Duvalier’s Ghosts, Jana Braziel passionately argues that these specters 
are the most recent manifestation of ghosts that reach back in New world his-
tory to the Middle Passage itself, ghosts condemned to wander that liminal 
space between ancestral ground and Promised Land. Braziel does not get to 
these ghostly presences, however, before evoking the treatment of President 
Aristide’s overthrow and exile in 2004 by a leftist academic, Peter Hallward, 
a neo-liberal journalist, Michael Diebert, and the exploitative “all-too-hip” 
film Ghosts of Cité Soleil. Her preface sets the tone for Duvalier’s Ghosts 
as Braziel sees the need for humanities scholars to take a moral stand and 
not only “not ignore the deep structural causes of such state violence,” but 
see them “as rooted within larger extraterritorial forces” (p. xii). indeed, her 
introduction is a lengthy discussion of the theorization of “extraterritorial 
forces” which are responsible for Haiti’s political ills. she reads Foucault 
though a Deleuzean lens in making the case for seeing state violence as a 
“territorialization of power within (a) discursive field of relations” (p. 6). 
This erudite detour through rhizomes, nomadism, and molecular becom-
ings could, however, have been enriched by references to the complicity of 
Haitian governments in foreign interventions. As David Nicholls (1979:139-
41) points out in From Dessalines to Duvalier, the Duvaliers did not initiate 
this practice of compromising national sovereignty. 

Braziel begins her study in earnest in Part 1, which is tellingly entitled 
“Policed waters, Transatlantic Military Zones.” Here she closely follows the 
lead of Joan Dayan (1995:264) who, in Haiti, History and the Gods, had 
specifically addressed the question of ghostly presences in a section entitled 
“The Long road to Guinea,” speaking of st. Domingue as a country where 
“relics and scraps of bodies” are condemned to wander the earth as “zom-
bie, spirits, baka, or lougawou.” More specifically, Dayan had critiqued Paul 
Gilroy’s study of the Black Atlantic not only for disregarding Haiti but for 
being too apolitical. in her essay “Paul Gilroy’s slaves, ships and routes,” 
she complained that his study was little more than a “cartography of celebra-
tory journeys” and “an expurgated epic history.” Likewise Braziel critiques 
Gilroy’s glorifying of black nomadism or what elizabeth DeLoughrey calls a 
naïve celebration of cross-cultural hybridity (p. 71). The “policed waters” in 
this section’s title is aimed directly at Gilroy’s refusal to see that “the Atlantic 
ocean is not a free, unbound, deterritorialized space” (pp. 59-60). More 
political than literary, this section deals with the United states’ attempts after 
1986 to contain the flood of Haitian refugees (whom Braziel, using edwidge 
Danticat’s words, calls “the children of the sea”). The interdisciplinary thrust 
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of Braziel’s discussion could have been enhanced by references to important 
Caribbean works that deal with Haitian boat people. They are the “scape-
ghosts” of kamau Brathwaite’s “Dream Haiti” (1995) and, in Jean-Claude 
Charles’s De si jolies petites plages (1982), the exiles of a gulag archipelago 
created by U.s. immigration.

The following sections maintain the fierce criticism of mindlessly post-
modern celebrations of transnational hybridity but lean more heavily, per-
haps too heavily at times, on literary material. For instance, while Dany 
Laferrière’s Pays sans chapeau is set in Haiti after the U.s.-led invasion 
to restore democracy in 1994, it is hard to agree that it “offers searing and 
satirical critiques of how military capitalism is entangled in the development 
practices of international aid” (p. 125). The complexity of Laferrière’s novel 
gets lost in a worthwhile discussion of the way in which the Haitian govern-
ment was obliged to accept development assistance that suited foreign and 
not local interests. Laferrière’s novel as much as anything else mocks the 
authority of the native informant in an ambiguous narrative that confuses 
dream and reality, observer and observed. Braziel’s use of Laferrière’s Le cri 
des oiseaux fous is much more successful as is her thoughtful and original 
exploration of the novel’s link to Marie Chauvet’s trilogy, Amour colère et 
folie. while there is no real conclusion, Duvalier’s Ghosts ends appropriately 
with an entire chapter devoted to Danticat’s The Dew Breaker. Danticat is as 
important as Joan Dayan to the conception of Duvalier’s Ghosts. Taking her 
cue from Danticat, Braziel sees Haiti as “corporeally scarred soil” (p. 248). 
For Danticat’s (1998:281) characters, as her protagonist in The Farming 
of Bones simply and chillingly declares, the “past (is) more flesh than air.” 
re-membering literally means putting back together “relics and scraps of 
bodies.” This is a fitting end for a study which so urgently pursues those 
nameless ghosts of Haitians lost in the liminal space of the Black Atlantic.
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in this book, ramón soto-Crespo makes a succinct selection of texts and 
authors, focusing on the second half of the twentieth century, and analyzing 
ideologically laden gazes and perspectives from the island and the mainland. 
His use of the term “passage” alludes to Paul Gilroy’s Black Atlantic (1993), 
which discusses the Middle Passage as a historical event that created a zone 
of dynamic social and cultural transactions negotiating the brutality of forced 
migration and slavery. Puerto rico is portrayed as a stateless nation and a 
“federalized semiautonomous quasi state” (p. 14), affirmatively embracing its 
anomalous condition. Following Gloria Anzaldúa (Borderland/La frontera), 
walter Mignolo (The Idea of Latin America), and Jorge Mañach (Teoría de la 
frontera), soto-Crespo locates Puerto rican cultural production in a border-
land. He conceptualizes this anomalous political subjectivity as scattered and 
indeterminate, and follows Antonio Negri and Michael Hardt in depicting the 
Puerto rican people as a muchedumbre (multitude). Diffuse in directionality 
and lacking in-depth discussion of crucial theoretical elements, his initial 
reflection points to some imaginative formulations of the coruscating case 
he studies. soto-Crespo is terse in his discussion of recent notable reflec-
tions on Puerto rican culture and society (e.g., the work of Carlos Pabón, 
Arturo Torrecillas, rafael Bernabé, Jorge Duany, Frances Negrón-Muntaner, 
and Yolanda Martínez san Miguel). However, he provides a significant new 
reading of Antonio Pedreira (1899-1939) as a border thinker. equally striking 
is his apology of the political strategy of Luis Muñoz Marín, presented as a 
forward-thinking, non-nationalist, radical autonomist. The opening sections 
of Mainland Passage, should elicit vital debate. The heart of the book is 
found in four analytical chapters that treat the work of edgardo rodríguez 
Juliá (b. 1946), Luis Muñoz Marín (1898-1980), rené Marqués (1919-1979), 
and Arcadio Díaz Quiñones (b. 1940) and a grouping of Nuyorican writers. 

Chapter 1, “state and Artifice: and Puerto rican Painting,” deals with 
the work of edgardo rogríguez Juliá, a key figure of the 1970s generation, 
and his fashioning of a cultural critique of the state as artifice, while engag-
ing some key pictorial works by José Campeche (1751-1809) and Francisco 
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oller (1833-1917). soto-Crespo analyzes the way artists have dealt with the 
anomalous character of the state in Puerto rico, oscillating “between [state] 
presence and absence” (p. 55), and monumentalizing it variably as an artifice 
of incomplete and fragmentary power, and as a site of melancholy (for it did 
not emerge). Critical discussions of La renuncia del héroe Baltasar (1974), 
El entierro de Cortijo (1983), and La noche oscura del Niño Avilés (1984) 
dialogue with key paintings by Campeche and oller, as well as a broader 
field of cultural criticism, making this text a substantial contribution to schol-
arship on Puerto rican cultural history and the work of rodríguez Juliá.

Chapter 2, “The Mainland Passage,” probes writings by Luis Muñoz 
Marín, chief architect of Puerto rico’s estado Libre Asociado (the island’s 
official legal status since 1952), in tandem with the memoirs of esmeralda 
santiago (b. 1948), When I Was Puerto Rican (1994). soto-Crespo discusses 
the latter as the articulation of a borderland subjectivity and santiago as the 
beneficiary of a malleable political formula that allows the same political 
rights in the island and the mainland, always retaining cultural membership 
within a national community. Through appraisals of Muñoz Marín’s Memoirs 
(1982) and his Harvard lectures of 1956 and 1959, soto-Crespo argues that 
the eLA was devised to simultaneously curtail “nationalism, colonialism, 
and poverty” (p. 61). He underscores that, far from being an incongruity, 
this formula strategically went beyond nationalism and “institutionalized a 
borderland state in the Americas” (p. 60), creating a broad social and histori-
cal field, and advancing a new, post-national political project, which soto-
Crespo calls “radical autonomy.”

Chapter 3, “escaping Colonialism,” is perhaps the most suggestive chap-
ter of the book. it blends politics, law, and culture, paying close attention to 
key essays by rené Marqués (author of “el puertorriqueño dócil” [1962]) 
and Arcadio Díaz Quiñones (author of El arte de bregar [2000]), while con-
sidering the value of estadolibrismo (the ideological buttress of the eLA) in 
political and cultural discourse as a strategy for articulating “nonassimilable 
local autonomy” and preventing “a potentially vulnerable exteriority” (p. 
116). soto-Crespo bolsters his cultural analysis by appealing to the work of 
legal scholars (e.g., former Puerto rican supreme Court Justice, José Trías 
Monge) and politicians (e.g., former Puerto rican governor, Aníbal Acevedo 
vilá), and underscores the longue durée of the radical autonomist position 
that came to fruition through the eLA and in heterogeneous cultural practices 
alive in the social and discursive field since the nineteenth century.

in Chapter 4, “out of the Mainland: Nuyorican Poetry and Boricua 
Politics,” soto-Crespo asserts that Nuyorican poets advanced an aesthetic 
project that “duplicates the self-governing status of the island on the U.s. 
mainland” (p. 135). Curtly reviewing seminal texts by notable Nuyorican 
poets Pedro Pietri, Miguel Algarín, and Tato Laviera, and the lesser-known 
Alfredo López, he concludes his inquiry into Puerto rican culture. 
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soto-Crespo ingeniously reflects upon the evolution of the cultural field 
of Puerto rican society, engaging postcolonial studies and political theor y 
to delve into the manner in which this political identity has negotiated 
coloniality, diaspora, and its ambivalent geopolitical status. The strength 
of Mainland Passage lies in its flexible chronology and transdisciplinary 
engagement with literature, political discourse, and legal inquiry. Although 
the book is creative and lucid in its inquiry of identity and nationalism, some 
of its assertions pose problems in terms of chronological expectations (by 
interweaving works and texts of different periods without a forceful proposi-
tion) and disciplinary methodologies (by overanalyzing textual nuggets and 
establishing loose associations with theoretical texts). There are also some 
notable elisions in the textual corpus (a selection favoring male texts with-
out acknowledging the formidable importance of key figures like Ana Lidia 
vega, rosario Ferré, Magali García ramis, and sandra María esteves, to 
name just a few). 

The most innovative aspect of Mainland Passage lies in the notion of 
radical autonomy and the problematics of the borderland, eLA state, and its 
ideological underpinning (estadolibrismo). But soto-Crespo obfuscates this 
critical crux by leading with references to Paul Gilroy, David Lloyd, and 
Antonio Negri, among others, which are not deftly blended into his central 
argument. Despite some vexations, Mainland Passage presents true chal-
lenges to Puerto rican studies scholarship and should be read as a provoca-
tion of further intellectual conversations.

Report on the Island and Diocese of Puerto Rico (1647). Diego De torres 
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This very useful historical document, compiled and translated from spanish 
into english by theologian Jaime r. vidal and accompanied by three 
thoughtful historical essays by religious studies scholar Anthony M. stevens-
Arroyo, is not exclusively a volume on religion. rather, it reveals in the 
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previously overlooked commentary of Puerto rican-born cleric Diego de 
Torres y vargas much about commerce, culture, and colonial administra-
tion in the seventeenth-century Caribbean while offering novel insights into 
Puerto rican history. The text upon which vidal relies is based largely on a 
version of the report unearthed in Madrid by Alejandro Tapia y rivera in the 
mid-nineteenth century and published in eugenio Fernández Méndez’s 1976 
edited collection, Crónicas de Puerto Rico. The english translation appears 
on interfacing pages with the spanish text in 130 numbered paragraphs, 
which are expertly annotated and illustrated with numerous maps. Most of 
the archaic language and obscure references of the original have been either 
excised or contextualized. stevens-Arroyo’s accompanying articles effec-
tively expand upon the text and introduce broader implications to the report, 
which arrived in seville in 1647 entitled “Description of the island and City 
of Puerto-rico, and of its inhabitants and Towns, Garrison, Governors and 
Bishops; As well as its Fruits and Minerals.”

Torres y vargas, an upper-class criollo who studied in salamanca and 
received a licentiate in law, frequently adopts the tone of a booster of his 
beloved island which, he claims, enjoyed “a perpetual springtime so that 
neither heat nor cold are experienced in such a way as to afflict or discom-
pose [human] nature” (p. 107). Puerto rican fruits, we are told, grow more 
readily and are larger than those found on neighboring islands. Torres y 
vargas is not, however, uncritical of the population, though he lauds their 
bravery in the face of foreign invasion. Among other tidbits, readers hear that 
the principal products of the island’s commerce at the time of writing were 
ginger, hides, and sugar, though the export of tobacco – which supposedly 
grew more abundantly than in Havana and santo Domingo – had begun just 
ten years earlier. The ready availability of timber fed nascent ship-building 
efforts. Torres y vargas also discusses the island’s geography and the west-
ern settlement of san Germán, whose two hundred vecinos fell under the 
authority of the Governor and Captain-General of san Juan. Another venue 
mentioned is the “health-giving” hot spring that “gushes from a cliff in two 
jets of water” in the valley of Coamo (now known as Los Baños de Coamo).

The capital city, meanwhile, numbered some five hundred vecinos living 
mostly in stone houses, along with the military’s garrison of 400 infantry-
men. The prominent san Felipe del Morro fortress, designed by a visiting 
Cuban governor in 1584, brandished in its platforms and bastions over one 
hundred pieces of artillery. British attacks by sir Francis Drake in 1595 and 
by the earl of Cumberland in 1598 had stimulated a defensive buildup that 
helped protect Puerto rico against later assaults. A Dutch attack in 1625, 
though eventually repulsed, resulted in a torching of the city by the escaping 
marauders. The report’s decidedly religious tinge includes several paragraphs 
devoted to popular piety, as seen in Marian devotions, as well as in the more 
formal founding in 1646 of the convent staffed by Carmelite nuns. Later in 
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the narrative Torres y vargas, an expert in affairs of the island’s cathedral 
and its key players, devotes considerable space to an informative, but often 
tedious, listing of bishops, governors, and captains-general stationed on the 
island since the early sixteenth century.

Among the three essays that constitute a prelude to the report, the most 
trenchant is entitled “soldiers, Heretics and Pirates: The Thirty Years’ war in 
the Caribbean.” in illuminating the social, political, and economic impact of 
that decisive and sustained military and religious struggle, stevens-Arroyo 
points to the importance of king Phillip iii’s royal decrees of the 1640s 
which, he argues, ultimately recognized that it was no longer possible to 
keep other colonizing powers out of the Caribbean while also seeking to prop 
up Puerto rico as the key bastion protecting the existing possessions of a 
weakened spain. Torres y vargas took notice of Puerto rico as an emerging 
focal point for european imperial and Catholic-Protestant rivalries, even as 
santo Domingo retained administrative primacy in the region. At this time 
several of the smaller windward islands passed to the english, French, and 
Dutch. in 1648, moreover, the Peace of westphalia that ended the Thirty 
Years’ war enhanced competition in the Greater Antilles, as spain formally 
surrendered to France the western part of Hispaniola. A few years later, in 
1654, the British occupied the former spanish island of Jamaica, establishing 
Port royal as an “open city.”

Two other essays by stevens-Arroyo thoroughly cover the origins of 
the report and Torres y vargas’s genealogy, including his ancestral links to 
founding governor Juan Ponce de León and his later service as ecclesiasti-
cal governor, which gave him considerable power in diocesan legal matters. 
These might have been consolidated, while the essay on the Thirty Years’ 
war might have been more effective as an epilogue. This would have allowed 
for a smoother flow and earlier access to the report itself (which begins on 
page 106). Nonetheless, the highly informed interpretations contained in this 
volume, along with the newfound accessibility of the text in the english lan-
guage, make this imaginative and engaging scholarly volume profitable for 
a wide range of readers. 
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isMael garcía colón. Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2009. xvi 
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Puerto ricans growing up on the island during the 1970s began to expe-
rience the effects of the dramatic transformation of their society after the 
implementation of various socio-economic, political, and cultural reforms 
initiated by the Popular Democratic Party between the 1940s and the 1960s. 
such is the experience recounted by anthropologist ismael García-Colón in 
Land Reform in Puerto Rico, an engaging and well-crafted analysis of the 
creation and transformation of the community that his family helped shape 
in the municipality of Cidra, with the implementation of the Land Law of 
1941. Like many others across the island, García-Colón’s grandparents were 
agregados (sharecroppers) who received land in usufruct after the govern-
ment purchased agricultural farms and distributed the land among rural 
workers. Parcelas Gándaras, the community where García-Colón grew up 
in the 1970s, was founded in 1945 from the expropriation of farmland that 
formerly belonged to the Gándara family, one of the major landholders in 
Cidra. García-Colón uses this history to analyze the process of land reform 
on the island during the second half of the twentieth century.

The Land Law of 1941 was a significant component of the program 
of economic development and modernization created by the Popular 
Democratic Party with the support of the U.s. government. The law’s Titles 
iv, v, and vi helped define the terms under which land could be distributed. 
García-Colón argues that the simplest way to distribute land was codified in 
Title vi as it “sought to transform agregados into small farmers by selling 
individual farms” (p. 48). Title iv, on the other hand, was the most ambitious 
and controversial and “called for the creation of proportional profit farms” 
exclusively in sugarcane estates (p. 49). in other words, on sugarcane farms 
that were partitioned to enforce the 500 acre limitation, the remainder was 
converted into proportional profit farms that ranged from 100 to 500 acres. 
Finally, Title v created the Agregado resettlement Program to distribute 
lands to the landless population, which by the 1940s “constituted approxi-
mately half of the population in Puerto rico and as much as 80 percent of 
the rural families” (p. 43). in each case, the land was distributed in usufruct 
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and owned by the government through the Land Authority, an agency created 
with the approval of the Land Law.

it was in this manner that agregados became parceleros (land holders) 
with a chance to cultivate the land and build their own homes in the parcels 
they received from the government. The Agregado resettlement Program 
facilitated land distribution and provided the Puerto rican government with 
an opportunity to introduce programs for economic and social reforms in 
the newly established communities that also contributed to the consolidation 
of the modern colonial state. For example, parcelas became the place for 
the introduction of government programs created by the social Programs 
Administration and the Division of Community education that effectively 
transformed the rural population into a mobile industrial labor force.

Not surprisingly, parcelas also constituted the political base from which 
the Popular Democratic Party drew its electoral support to dominate local 
party politics until the late 1960s, when it was challenged by the rise of the 
New Progressive Party. García-Colón contends that the Popular Democratic 
Party approved the Land Law of 1941 in order to gain the consent of the 
landless population as the party attempted to consolidate its dominance of 
party politics. in the process of distributing land and resettling the landless 
families into parcelas, the colonial state contributed to the formation of mod-
ern subjects who became less dependent on farming and instead furnished 
the needed labor force to spark the incipient industrialization of the island’s 
economy. García-Colón also describes how parceleros migrated to nearby 
cities such as Caguas, Cayey, and san Juan in search of employment while 
others migrated to the United states to work in seasonal agricultural jobs. 
ironically, by providing land to rural workers the state effectively removed 
the population from their productive relationship with the land and pushed 
them to find employment on the farms of the eastern United states.

García-Colón combines historical documents with ethnographic accounts 
from the memories of the original parceleros to provide a rich analysis of the 
hegemonic process of state formation in Puerto rico during the middle of the 
twentieth century. His analysis reveals that hegemony does not eliminate con-
flict and confrontation and clearly shows the ways in which parceleros negoti-
ated the terms of their incorporation into the process of state formation. The 
interplay between hegemony and individual agency is more readily seen in 
his analysis of the ways in which parceleros’ initiative influenced the physical 
layout of Parcelas Gándaras as a result of the colonial government’s inability 
to provide basic services such as electricity, running water, and infrastructure 
development. As anyone familiar with contemporary Puerto rico may attest, 
the urban nature of parcelas has resulted from this uneven process of govern-
ment involvement and local drives to improve the communities.

Until the publication of this book, little ethnographic description existed 
of the relationship between the formation of the colonial state and modern 
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urban subjectivities in Puerto rico. García-Colón has made a great contribu-
tion to current studies of land reform in Puerto rico and elsewhere in Latin 
America, where similar processes of land reform and the construction of 
modern subjectivities have occurred since the mid-twentieth century.

Land: Its Occupation, Management, Use and Conceptualization. The Case of 
the Akawaio and Arekuna of the Upper Mazaruni District, Guyana. auDrey 
J. Butt colson. Panborough, Near wells, somerset, U.k.: Last refuge, 
2009. xxiii + 408 pp. (Cloth £40.00)

christoPher carrico
Amerindian research Unit
Department of Language and Cultural studies
school of education and Humanities
University of Guyana, Turkeyen Campus
Georgetown, Guyana
<ccarrico@temple.edu>

Land is based on ideas that Audrey Butt Colson has been developing since 
the 1970s. The book builds a clear and thoroughly documented argument 
about the historical relationship between the Akawaio and Arekuna peoples 
and the land that they occupy and use in the Upper Mazaruni District. The 
book is both a significant contribution to the history and ethnography of 
the Akawaio and Arekuna, and strong support for the land claims that the 
Akawaio and Arekuna peoples of the Upper Mazaruni put forth in their law-
suit filed against the Government of Guyana in october 1998, which is still 
unheard by the Guyana High Court. 

The research that informs this book began sixty years ago when Audrey 
J. Butt began ethnographic work on the Akawaio and Arekuna. Her field 
visits to these peoples in Guyana, Brazil, and venezuela have continued up 
to the present. Butt Colson has also been a meticulous reader of the relevant 
manuscripts available in historical archives around the world. Her research is 
a great example of the kind of scholarship that only anthropological methods 
can produce: scholarship informed by a detailed and intimate knowledge of 
the way of life of peoples she has worked with for many years.

Land contains an especially close reading of the history of the Akawaio. 
Denis williams associated the Akawaio with the koriabo phase of pottery, and 
based on its dispersal, argued that the Akawaio peoples spread throughout the 
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Guiana highlands from the Northwest of Guyana, mainly southward and west-
ward, up the Mazaruni from circa 80 BCe, and eventually into a wide expanse 
of the highlands of the Guiana shield, extending from the orinoco Basin, 
through Guyana and suriname, and into Amapá, Brazil, in the Amazon Basin.

The historical documents lend support to williams’s assertions. in the 
colonial era Akawaio inhabited a much wider expanse of territory than 
they do today. They were present on Guyana’s coast, and widely spread up 
Guyana’s major rivers and into its highlands. They were encountered by the 
Dutch and the english in the Demerara, supenaam, Corentyne, and Berbice 
river areas from the late sixteenth century. europeans regularly interacted 
with them along the Mazaruni and Cuyuni rivers beginning in the 1680s. 
As the Dutch moved deep into the interior, Akawaio traded with them along 
the essequibo tributaries beginning in the mid-eighteenth century, with the 
establishment of Post Arinda, first at the confluence of the siparuni and the 
essequibo and later at the confluence of the rupununi and the essequibo.

in the 1780s and 1790s there were Capuchin missionary incursions 
into the Akawaio areas of the Cuyuni and Mazaruni rivers. when the mis-
sions were driven out of the area by Carib attacks during the venezuelan 
revolution, many Akawaio returned to their natal communities or joined the 
Upper Mazaruni Akawaio.

in the 1830s william Hilhouse offered second-hand accounts of the Upper 
Mazaruni from the testimony of Akawaios from the Lower Mazaruni. richard 
and robert schomburgk’s second-hand accounts were from Gran sabana, 
venezuela, where they visited an Akawaio village as far west as that area 
of venezuela. in 1863-64, C.F. Appun followed the kurupung trail from the 
Lower Mazaruni, and from the Upper Mazaruni crossed over to the Cotingo 
in Brazil. C. Barrington Brown subsequently visited in 1868 and 1872.

The book’s ethnographic sections examine concepts of land, property, 
ownership, and use rights, building on Butt Colson’s research of previous 
decades. The Dutch referred to the Akawaio as “a ‘nation,’ living above the 
first rapids, in the hinterland beyond the coastal plain, on the higher grounds, 
and in the uplands” (p. 179). As Butt Colson has long asserted, the Akawaio 
kapong identity is part of a set of nested identities based on kinship, lan-
guage, culture, residence in particular river groups, etc.

At a smaller level than “the nation” were specific groups with collective 
identities based upon their shared residence in and use of a geographic area, 
as in the case of the Upper Mazaruni river Group. They regard themselves as 
the owners of the Upper Mazaruni Basin, and have a clear idea of the bound-
aries of this region. They are A’murugok, the “peoples of the headwaters,” 
who share in the collective ownership of the Upper Mazaruni region. The 
A’murugok were of one tombadong (group of families), who had shared the 
physical and spiritual landscape of the Upper Mazaruni since pia-yatai (the 
beginnings of time).
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in addition to identity based on shared residence in the Upper Mazaruni 
river area, there are the more particular identities based on residence along 
the various tributaries of the Mazaruni. each river group has use rights over 
the areas it occupies, and smaller settlements and families have recognized 
rights over the areas where they reside, hunt, fish, and farm. There is also a 
notion of private property, especially in the area of an individual’s personal 
effects – tools, cookware, hunting and fishing equipment, for example.

within these various notions of ownership and use rights, there is also a 
strong injunctive to share. A person who does not share is considered amolik 
(a greedy person), a name that Butt Colson calls “a term of the greatest oppro-
brium” (p. 277). when individuals and families are no longer using an area, its 
ownership returns to the larger group. Furthermore, there is no notion of land 
as an alienable possession that could be bought or sold as private property.

Land does a good job of building the case for the main claim in the text. By 
establishing the rootedness of the people of the Upper Mazaruni in what they 
regard as their ancestral homelands, Butt Colson convincingly argues that their 
land claims in the Upper Mazaruni are undeniably just, and that they

need to be assured a legal security of possession entrusted to them as a 
collectivity. only in this way can they advance confidently into the future 
as a self-reliant, productive and innovative people, peacefully enjoying 
their territorial inheritance and, at the same time, making their own unique 
contribution to the nation as custodian-owners of one of the world’s most 
beautiful and valued landscapes. (p. 353-54)

Caribbean Religious History: An Introduction. ennis B. eDMonDs & 
Michelle a. gonzalez. New York: New York University Press, 2010. 
xiii + 256 pp. (Cloth Us$ 70.00)

n. saMuel Murrell
Philosophy & religion 
University of North Carolina, wilmington 
wilmington NC 28409, U.s.A. 
<murrells@uncw.edu>

Nearly thirty years after Dale Bisnauth of Guyana wrote the first history of 
religions in the Caribbean (1981), sociologists ennis edmonds and Michelle 
Gonzalez have published their much needed Caribbean Religious History 
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which, unlike Bisnauth’s, documents the historical development and tradi-
tions of all the religions of the Caribbean. in the first chapter, they sketch 
the historical, geopolitical, social, cultural, and economic profiles of the 
Caribbean islands – with their multiethnic peoples and faltering multifaceted 
economies – and lay the foundation for the investigation of “the diverse reli-
gious expressions that reflect the historical evolution of the Caribbean [and] 
the heritage of its diverse diasporic peoples” (p. 13). The actual religious his-
tory of Caribbean peoples begins in Chapter 2 on a familiar motif, the indig-
enous people’s world invaded and ravaged by europeans. Here the authors 
offer a reconstruction of the history of original inhabitants of the Caribbean 
and chronicle what is known of their origin, way of life, and religious beliefs 
and practices, as well as the “catalogue of atrocities” (p. 38) they suffered 
under spanish colonization.

various mutations of Christianity occupy five of the nine chapters of the 
book. The coming of spanish Catholicism into the region is integrally tied 
to the Catholic control of the iberian Peninsula, european conquest of the 
Americas, colonialism, and slavery, the quest for wealth, and ideas relating 
to the “civilization” of “heathen” peoples. The religious history of Cuba, 
Puerto rico, and santo Domingo, from the 1500s to the Haitian revolution, 
is dominated by Catholicism (pp. 54-64); here, the church was a tool for col-
onization, maintenance of the slave plantation economy, and Christianization 
of enslaved peoples. Catholicism, seen through postcolonial lenses, aided the 
spanish crown in controlling the Greater Antilles, owned a third of Cuba’s 
riches, and controlled its educational system and cultural life through its hun-
dreds of priests and missionaries up until the independence movement of the 
1920s. Catholicism remained a dominant colonial force in the region well 
into the early nineteenth century (p. 56), and was not exclusively spanish; 
before it arrived in the Americas, it was “thoroughly influenced and shaped 
by other european and African religious worldviews” (p. 47). Catholicism 
entered Congolese religious space “not through the transatlantic slave trade 
in the Americas but instead through the conversion” of Africans on the con-
tinent; this Congolese-Catholicism provided the philosophical foundation 
for the “evangelization of slaves in the New world” and shaped Haitian 
Catholicism and vodou (pp. 58-62). Catholicism, of course, provided another 
cosmological framework for practicing African religions – especially roman 
Catholic Medieval Marian devotion, “patronal” festivals for honoring saints, 
and religious leadership structure. it supported confraternities where Africans 
preserved their traditional religious culture during slavery; it provided a safe 
haven for slaves; and it became an advocate for emancipation and the dignity 
of African life in some colonies. Locally born priests took a stand against 
Catholic domination and died fighting for the independence movement in 
Cuba and Dominican republic (pp. 54-57).
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edmonds and Gonzalez tie the rise of Protestantism in the Caribbean to 
european challenges to spanish hegemony in the Americas, political con-
quest, slavery, and colonial missionary endeavors. in Dutch Caribbean colo-
nies, Christianity followed the settlement of the Dutch west india Company 
(early 1600s) as an enterprise supported by colonial governments (p. 69). 
The Church of england was “an integral part of the colonial venture” and 
reflecte d the church-state marriage existing in europe. Nonconformist 
missionaries battled Church of england dominance and control of eco-
nomic resources and the lives of Africans in British colonies, as Quakers, 
Presbyterians, Moravians, Methodists, and Baptists sought a foothold in the 
Caribbean “mission field,” for the conversion of Africans. A few of these 
realized measured success in converting Africans through antislavery and 
pro-abolitionist teachings. All of the Protestants claimed to have brought 
a “purer” form of Christianity to the Americas, but few nonconformist 
churche s escaped the foibles and shortcomings that plagued the dominant 
Anglo and Catholic churches (p. 65-90).

edmonds and Gonzales confine santería, Palo Monte, vodou, Abakua, 
and espiritismo to one chapter in which they discuss the religions’ early 
history, essential beliefs, and practices. These faiths share similar para-
doxical experiences: they were byproducts of slavery but tools in the fight 
against oppression under colonialism; they suffered persecution from colo-
nial authorities and Christianity but thrived in adversity; they found their 
religious origins, identity, cosmology, conception of the human person, and 
original practices in Africa (santería from Nigerian Yoruba, Palo Monte and 
Haitian vodou largely from religions of the Congo); and they were creolized 
by circumstances in the Caribbean. immigrants brought santería and vodou 
to the United states where they maintain a lively presence. in spite of the 
traumatic experiences that lie at their roots, African-derived religions remain 
a vital part of Afro-Caribbean spirituality, struggle, and history (pp. 94-119).

The structure of Caribbean Religious History detracts from its impres-
sive scholarship and historic importance. Pentecostalism is oddly positioned 
in Chapter 7 and it is unclear why obeah, Myal, kumina, and orisha are 
grouped as Afro-Christian faiths; followers of these traditions reject the 
Christian label. some of these religions are limited to one- or two-page 
glosses while Christianity dominates the book. The spiritual Baptists receive 
twice the space of orisha; rastafari – the most comprehensively treated reli-
gion in the book – gets twice the space of both vodou and santería; and islam 
and Hinduism are trivialized in five paltry pages as religions of migration 
and revitalization. Much of Chapter 9 is a diversion, and some stylistic prob-
lems in the book were missed by copyeditors. in spite of all this, the book 
is indispensible in the study of Caribbean religions. it is already a staple 
supplemental text for my Caribbean religions course.
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The series of events that led to the formation of the United states precipitated 
the removal of enslaved Americans who opted to serve the British rather than 
the patriots. known as “black loyalists,” these former slaves were dispersed 
throughout the empire where they played key roles in Canada, england, 
Africa, and the west indies. The Cross and the Machete discusses the influ-
ence of these individuals on the emergence of what has become known as 
Native Baptists in Jamaica. Devon Dick traces the formation of this associa-
tion (i hesitate to say sect) from its inception in the eighteenth century to its 
influence on the Morant Bay rebellion. Along the way readers are introduced 
to George Liele, Moses Baker, sam sharpe, Paul Bogle, George william 
Gordon, and a number of less well-known players in Jamaican history. 

As pastor of the Boulevard Baptist Church, Devon Dick is well-positioned 
to undertake such a project. This book, a revised dissertation (University of 
warwick), is a sequel to Rebellion to Riot: The Jamaican Church in Nation 
Building. Both publications in the series focus on Morant Bay. The Cross 
and the Machete is composed of seven chapters plus a foreword by rex 
Nettleford. Dick’s interest was tweaked by a reenactment staged with his 
congregation and by a lecture he delivered before a local historical society. 
Morant Bay is considered a key event in Jamaican history and most histori-
ans have, according to Dick, downplayed the importance of religion in their 
analyses. Dick calls for a more nuanced approach and he turns, like Paul 
Bogle and George william Gordon before him, to Native Baptists, examining 
their origins and theology as precursor to what he calls the “Native Baptist 
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war of 1865” (Chapters 1-5). He prefers the term Native Baptist war rather 
than Morant Bay rebellion because it suggests continuity with earlier events 
such as the Baptist war (1831). These chapters, however, function as context 
or background to event-analysis rather than as a history of Native Baptists. 
we nevertheless learn much about them. The remainder of this review will 
focus less on Morant Bay and the merits of event-analysis and more on what 
the book tells us about this unique formation.

Dick is correct in noting that Native Baptists have been accorded short 
shrift in most narratives and historical reconstructions. Although they have 
African elements and features they are not survivals or reinterpretations 
along the lines of obeah, Myal, or kumina, Dick traces their origin to the 
arrival of George Liele and Moses Baker in 1783. Armed with proclamations 
guaranteeing their freedom (and supported by sympathetic governors), they 
drafted covenants, constructed chapels (windward rd., Crooked spring), 
and established congregations that crisscrossed the island. rather than regur-
gitate a litany of now dated publications Dick should have heeded his “man-
tra” (p. xviii; “read everything”) and mined the wealth of recent scholarship 
on loyalists and their diaspora. Had he done so he could have pushed these 
chapters beyond the text-centered method he criticizes (historical-critical) to 
realize the full potential of reader-response criticism (see pp. 17-20, 41). This 
is a critical point that bears elaboration. The island of Jamaica has produced 
several narratives (oral and printed) and the voice of Native Baptists was 
first silenced by the Colonial Assembly (anti-preaching laws, 1802-1804) 
and later co-opted and buried within the ink and pages of various mission 
histories (Baptist, wesleyan, Presbyterian). Dick would have broken new 
ground had he brought his call for reader-response criticism to bear on liber-
ating the voices imprisoned within these texts. This is not to suggest that he 
glosses these accounts. He does not. He deconstructs the identity popularized 
by missionaries and disseminated in novels and tabloids. we must bear in 
mind, however, that aurality has long been a primary means of communi-
cation and this legacy (identity, Ministry, Legacy) is alive and well in the 
present, epitomized by those who recognize the divinity of rastafari. Dick’s 
failure to hear this is a shortcoming that speaks as much to the limitations of 
event-analysis as it does to the orthodoxy of his vision.

Liele and Baker drafted what they called covenants and Chapter 3 sub-
mits them to a close reading. These documents are all important because 
they open a window onto the past and offer the possibility of telling us 
about a critical juncture in the formation of this group. Dick, however, 
was neither the first nor the only scholar to have offered insights and com-
mentary. several versions, editions if you will, were codified in print. An 
original copy was placed on deposit in the Colonial record office by Liele 
(september 1795); a copy of this copy was printed (with modifications) by 
the Baptist Missionary society (1796) and re-published in Baptist periodicals 
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(General Baptist Repository). This copy was “lost” for a century only to be 
“rediscovered” during the 1960s when it was reprinted in a Baptist periodi-
cal (Foundations) and later submitted to a close reading by Mechal sobel 
(1988:150-52). All documents are subject to multiple interpretations and 
each reading has contributed to our understanding of a problematic. Because 
Liele and Baker have been accorded the status of martyrs in Baptist narra-
tives, Dick’s account would have profited greatly had he stepped outside and 
turned his attention to deconstructing this iconography.

Morant Bay is a key but Dick glosses a legacy embodied by preachers 
such as Harrison woods, Alexander Bedward, and others in the decades that 
followed. By limiting these chapters to background and confining his analy-
sis to ur-types we learn little about the way Native Baptists constructed an 
alternate and oppositional history of the island and its people. Dick has nev-
ertheless done a service by laying the groundwork for a story that remains 
to be told.
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specializing in the field of Jewish history, especially as it relates to the Atlantic 
diaspora sparked by the expulsion of sephardic Jews from spain in 1492, 
Jonathan schorsch is best known for Jews and Blacks in the Early Modern 
World. This important work, based primarily on the inquisitorial records, both 
spanish and Portuguese, documented the “contradictions” and “ambivalence s” 
of Jewish-Black relations in the early modern ibero-Atlantic world.
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inquisition records also constitute the basis of schorsch’s new, two-vol-
ume study, which again focuses on the relations between Jews, judeoconver-
sos, and blacks, and to a much lesser degree, Amerindians. it also centers on 
the ibero-Atlantic, although the Dutch colonies of suriname and Curaçao 
make cameo appearances insofar as they were home to relatively large con-
centrations of Jewish traders and landowners, many of whom owned planta-
tions worked by retinues of black slaves. schorsch’s aim in this work is to 
demonstrate the extent to which the racial and religious prejudices generally 
associated with white Christians permeated the various subaltern groups – 
Jews, judeoconversos, mulattos, mestizos, blacks, and so forth – to which 
they were originally directed. The key question is the manner in which these 
subalterns (schorsch’s language) wielded these prejudices in their relations 
with one another. Did these subalterns treat one another in the same fashion 
as white Christians treated them? The answer: both yes and no, a conclusion 
which echoes that of schorsch’s previous treatment of this subject.

 Thematically, this book goes over much of the same ground as schorsch’s 
earlier work, albeit with the addition of new material highlighting the com-
plexity inherent in the relations between the Jews, judeoconversos, and 
blacks. This material is spread somewhat thin, and is only loosely connected 
by argument and theme. each chapter reads as an independent essay high-
lighting what schorsch calls “textual moments and physical sites of interac-
tion” (p. 2), and alternatively, “explorations of day-to-day ethnology,” which 
are both elaborate ways of saying that they revolve around archival docu-
ments that have some bearing on the topic of interracial and interreligious 
interaction. schorsch, however, is often at pains to determine what these 
interactions mean. For example, the two chapters based largely on inquisito-
rial records from the port town of Cartagena de indias offer instances of Jews 
behaving badly toward blacks and blacks treating both Jews and judeocon-
versos in the same way. in the end the only conclusion drawn from this con-
fusing smorgasbord of “textual moments” is that of a multi-ethnic, polyglot 
city in which racial epithets of various kinds figured in daily discourse, a 
message that does not come as much of a surprise.

The book’s other chapters do not amount to much more. rather, con-
trasts and contradictions abound. Material from suriname – well-studied 
elsewhere by Aviva Ben-Ur (2009) – offers glimpses of Jewish slaveowners 
in suriname who endeavored to convert their slaves to the law of Moses and 
in doing so created a population of “colored Jews.” Yet, as another chapter 
focused on Curaçao makes clear, Jewish and judeoconverso plantation own-
ers in that island colony acted quite differently, doing little, if anything, to 
promote the spiritual welfare of their slaves. were these two slave regimes so 
fundamentally different that paternalism of Jewish slaveowners in suriname 
was absent in Curaçao? Unfortunately, the contradiction is left unresolved, 
and schorsch essentially throws ups his hands when he admits that “unfor-
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tunately, space does not permit the full unpacking [of these issues that] they 
deserve,” an explanation that is hardly credible in a two-volume work.

 Far more successful than these smorgasbord chapters are those in which 
schorsch settles down to provide micro-histories of a specific case. one 
details the adventures and misadventures of esperanza Pedraza, a mulatta 
widow, once married to a judeoconverso in Puebla (New spain), who was 
arrested on charges of judaizing during the infamous roundup of judeocon-
versos that was ordered by the inquisition in both New spain and Peru in the 
1640s. equally fascinating is the lengthy (over 90-page) chapter on Antonio 
Montezinos, the seventeenth-century converso of Portuguese background 
who “discovered” what he claimed to be a lost tribe of Jews living as indians 
high in the Andes.1

in the main, however, extended narratives centered on particular 
instances of interracial/inter-religious relations are few. As a result most of 
the book resembles the historical equivalent of semi-digested archeologi-
cal field notes: they record a series of archival “finds” – schorsch‘s “tex-
tual moments” – that ostensibly address a particular question, but lack both 
chronological and geographical coherence, and in many cases, a conclusion. 
The overall impression is that of a series of out takes that failed to find a 
place in schorsch’s previous study and are loosely assembled here.

in the end, reading Swimming the Christian Atlantic is much like swim-
ming against the tide. some of the book’s “textual moments” are more reveal-
ing than others, and i imagine specialists will mine them for both anecdotes 
and examples for years to come. Left unresolved, however, are questions 
concerning the origins of the racial and religious prejudices that figure cen-
trally in this book. schorsch contends that the subalterns he studies did little 
more than assimilate the racial and religious attitudes and prejudices previ-
ously formulated by dominant – meaning white Christian – groups of the 
Atlantic world. But were not these subalterns incapable of crafting prejudices 
of their own? Complicating matters yet further is the famed “curse of Ham,” 
which commentators, both Jewish and Christian, often interpreted in racial 
terms and which prefigured and indeed facilitated the enslavement of blacks 
by generations of iberian traders, including those of Jewish origin. societies 
throughout history manifest prejudice, even outright hostility toward groups 
whose customs, color, and religion differ from their own. From this perspec-
tive, the subalterns featured in this study were surely capable of developing 
racial and religious prejudices independently of the dominant classes, but 
this aspect of Atlantic history is one that this study, for all the inherent inter-
est of the many cases it examines, does not fully address.

1. Among other studies on Montezinos, see Perelis 2009.
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The last forty years have seen a plethora of ethnographic, anthropological, 
and linguistic publications on various groups that belong to the Cariban lan-
guage family, one of the largest language families in south America. The 
ethnography of these Amerindian groups, however, is largely fragmented 
with the researchers hailing from different traditions, writing in various lan-
guages, notably english, French, Portuguese, and spanish, and focusing on 
different aspects of the cultures. This has been an obstacle to the formula-
tion of a comparative model of the social and political lives of the Cariban 
groups. only twice before has a comparative approach been offered, namely 
by Claude Levi-strauss with his Mythologiques and Peter rivière with his 
Individual and Society in Guiana (1984). Both of these books tended to focus 
on the invariant or shared core common to several Amerindian groups, and 
were restricted in their scope and their methodological capacities: the former 
deals mainly with cosmology and the latter with the social organization.
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with the two volumes that make up Kosmos and Kommunikation, the 
Austrian anthropologist ernst Halbmayer offers us an alternative model, one 
that he modestly claims will contribute to a renewed comparative anthropol-
ogy and to the methodological problems of a comparative analysis. in fact 
he succeeds in doing what rivière set out to do, namely produce a compari-
son based on and using the salient native categories, rather than a top-down 
overtheorized approach characteristic of current anthropology of the area. 
From the outset, Halbmayer clarifies his position within the current anthro-
pological debate and distances himself from the tendency among many of 
his colleagues to theorize for the sake of theory, a development he decries as 
an immunization against empirical irritations. His main contention is that the 
current theories operate with empirically untestable axioms and assumptions 
which are not questioned by colleagues but which are indiscriminately taken 
over by them.

He sets out his objectives unambiguously: to make a positive contribution 
to different scientific discourses, in particular the anthropology of Lowland 
south America; to contribute to a renewed comparative anthropology and 
its methodological concerns; and to shine a new light and stimulate renewed 
reflection on the current theoretical, often implicit, assumptions as to what 
constitutes society, personhood, and nature. in order to do this, Halbmayer 
does not base his analysis on the usual aprioristically chosen variables. rather, 
he starts from case studies of maximally different groups which guide and 
inform the comparison. At the basis of his comparison is information gleaned 
from the transformational (historical) processes of the nine relevant groups 
he studies (in particular from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries), his own 
extensive fieldwork, and a general interest in the forms of social organization 
and forms of sociality as determined less by the “social” than the spiritual-
cosmological. This latter Halbmayer terms the socioverse (Sozioversum). 
Departing from the question of the form of the social, Halbmayer’s basis for 
comparison is the form, not of the unity, or invariant core, but rather of the 
differentiation, of the socioverse.

while taking as his starting point the concepts of house and village and 
moving seamlessly through to landscape and the spiritual shamanistic geog-
raphy of “worlds,” that is, “houses” in the cosmos, Halbmayer takes nine 
geographically non-contiguous Cariban groups from four distinct areas of 
south America. His case studies deal with four maximally different groups 
from Greater Guyana (the Yekuana, Pemon, Akuriyo, and waiwai); three 
from the river Xingu area (the ikpeng and Arara, and the kalapalo from the 
Upper Xingu); one from North west Amazonia, namely Carijona (karihona), 
spoken in Colombia; and one from the northern Andean Lowlands, namely 
the Yukpa of venezuela and Colombia, the group with which Halbmayer is 
most familiar since this is where he has done his most extensive fieldwork. 
each of the groups is dealt with in turn proceeding from the house or village 
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to the cosmology. The information given in these descriptions is an excellent 
and insightful analysis and summary of the various sources.

volume 1 encompasses seven chapters, with Chapters 1 through 4 lay-
ing out in great detail the background and methodology, introducing the 
Cariban language family, and describing the previous focus of anthropologi-
cal research on the groups of the Cariban family. Chapter 5 is a short com-
parative discussion of the surrounding Tupi-Guarani and Arawakan matrices. 
Chapter 6 deals with the anthropology of four disparate and maximally dif-
ferent groups of Greater Guyana, namely the Yekuana of the roraima area 
in venezuela and Brazil; the Pemon of roraima, venezuela, and Guyana; 
the Akuriyo of suriname; and the waiwai of Guyana, Brazil, and suriname. 
Underlying this choice of groups is rivière’s notion of the invariant core 
of Guiana social organization, and his distinction between the forest types 
(Yekuana and waiwai) and the savannah type (Pemon). As nomadic hunters 
and gatherers the Akuriyo fall outside of rivière’s model, as do the waiwai 
who have been establishing multi-ethnic villages since the 1950s. Chapter 7 
offers a comparison of these four Guianan groups and an initial attempt at 
formulating the theory.

volume 2 consists of five chapters, three on the selected Cariban groups 
of the Xingu, one on the Yupka of the Northern Andean Lowlands, and one 
that looks again at the objectives initially set out for the book and establishes 
questions and directions for future research.

This book offers a refreshing and critical approach to Amazonian and 
Tropical Lowland anthropology, in particular relating to the Cariban groups. 
There are a few minor points of criticism, namely that literature after 2008, 
apart from Halbmayer’s own writings, is lacking in the bibliography. 
Although it is of course inevitable in a book of this size, some errors in 
group affiliation could have been avoided: the Taruma of Guyana form an 
isolate and are not Arawakan as is generally claimed. All in all, this is a 
book that one would immediately want to use in the classroom. it is lucidly 
and elegantly written, well-argued, and solid. Halbmayer has struck a blow 
against the current hegemony of Amazonian anthropology, finally!
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Faced with this voluminous study of U.s.-Cuban relations, one asks what it 
can offer that previous studies (e.g. Pérez 1998, 2008 or Paterson 1994) have 
not, other than detail. it does indeed give detail – in extensive and always 
useful quantities – but also offers historical breadth and shares some earlier 
studies’ sensitivity to Cuban concerns and politics. it is simply an excellent, 
thorough, and compendious volume.

The title reflects that sensitivity, quoting a characteristically dismissive 
Theodore roosevelt, exasperated by Cuban unrest in 1905, despite the Platt 
Amendment. For schoultz’s picture of U.s. motivations, policies, and actions 
over two centuries is one of repeated well-intentioned crassness at best but 
downright supremacist racism at worst. The excellent introduction makes 
that abundantly clear: with a wry anecdotal style, schoultz sketches out 
and locates those motivations and actions within an ideological framework, 
whose “civilizing mission” was still evident in Bush’s 2004 “transition” plan. 
He argues that post-1959 policy toward Cuba has largely rejected outright 
invasion, but preferred either to confront Cuba through state-sponsored ter-
rorism or (quoting LBJ) to “pinch their nuts” (p. 5) or to regard Cuba as an 
issue not worth time, energy, or money.

The study’s meat is the post-1959 detail (mostly garnered from U.s. offi-
cial sources), but it is preceded by a chapter tracing a breakneck journey 
through the previous 140 years, from Jefferson and Adams, through annex-
ationism, jingoism, and racism (especially in envoys’ reports). Despite its 
pace and scope, its treatment is still thorough, highlighting complexities and 
ending with the 1958 uncertainty and suspicion about Fidel Castro – remind-
ing us of the subsequent permanent tendency of U.s. politicians to focus on 
him alone.

what follows is a blow-by-blow narrative not so much of the relationship 
as of U.s. policies, seen here through the successive presidencies, but with a 
remarkable internal logic which overrides otherwise logical considerations 
of their futility or counterproductive effects. it is a narrative whose detail 
adds considerably to our understanding: when and why decisions were made; 
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when and how sanctions were applied, and travel bans increased; the story of 
successive “boatlifts”; the process of involvement in Angola; and the evolu-
tion of both the 1992 Torricelli and 1996 Helms-Burton laws.

For eisenhower, the relationship was short; that chapter traces its steady 
breakdown and recounts the electorally motivated start of the longest (and 
least effective?) economic sanctions in history. eisenhower also created 
the Bay of Pigs invasion, a picture rigorously painted through the diver-
gent interpretations and schoultz’s own assessment of it as a venture which 
was logical at one level (given the CiA’s prestige), but based throughout on 
wishful thinking, poor knowledge, and political bravado. For kennedy, the 
relationship was also short, but damaging, with the 1961 debacle generat-
ing “state-sponsored terrorism” and the full embargo, which, empowered by 
the 1917 Trading with the enemy Act, confirmed the Cuban view of the 
embargo as an act of war. Despite Johnson’s rhetoric, he actually did very 
little on the Cuban front, apart from persuading others to reduce sea traffic. 
For him and Nixon, of course, vietnam was the greater concern; both were 
aware that (personal dislikes aside – as with Nixon) Cuba was no longer a 
significant issue but an irritant. indeed, in 1975, kissinger (although fresh 
from the Chilean intervention) broached the possibility of improved relations 
(as Cuba’s continental exclusion disintegrated), only to unleash opposition 
from interests now well entrenched in the U.s. political scene. 

Those elements were enraged by Carter who, argues schoultz, despite 
his dependence on the “Cold warrior” Brzezinski, improved relations with 
Havana, easing travel restrictions for U.s. citizens and establishing interest 
sections in third-party embassies in 1977. However, as is well recounte d here, 
Cuba’s African involvements stymied further improvements and, together 
with Mariel, added to Carter’s image on the rampant right.

That right emerged with a vengeance under reagan, in whose ideologi-
cal perspective (bolstered by Haig and kirkpatrick) Cuba was a soviet sat-
ellite and acted accordingly. Not only did he help to launch a new Cuban-
American lobby (CANF) and radio Martí, but also threatened Cuba through 
disproportionally large naval manoeuvres, finally reaching catharsis with 
Grenada. schoultz then goes on to argue that for the Bush sr. presidency 
Cuba figured more prominently in discussions with Gorbachev than logic 
suggested, seemingly attributable to his awareness of Florida’s growing elec-
toral importance. However, we are reminded that it was he, and not Clinton, 
who invented the notorious “Twin Track” policy toward Cuba; indeed it 
probably dates from walt rostow, under kennedy. 

what followed was Clinton himself – whose wavering policy is well doc-
umented, albeit with a surprisingly cursory treatment of the seminal elián 
González episode (which changed Cuban political life and probably cost 
Gore the presidency) – and George w. Bush, two presidencies where schoultz 
focuses less on diplomacy than with previous administrations and more on 
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Congressional politics, as the anti-embargo lobby grew, and as, from 2003, 
Bush launched a reaganesque attempt to end “the Cuba problem” forever. 

what then do we make of the book? Most obviously, it is a reference 
book par excellence, a goldmine for anyone seeking the facts, which, though 
difficult reading at times, is always fascinating. However, it goes beyond 
that, for schoultz succeeds in depicting a remarkable continuity in U.s. atti-
tudes, and draws attention to normally neglected issues: the irritant posed 
by Cuba’s approach to Puerto rico; McNamara’s determination to invade 
Cuba in 1962 (confirming Cuban fears); and the curious intermediary role 
of Bernardo Benes. Ultimately, therefore, it is an invaluable addition to the 
literature and to any library’s shelves.
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of the Afro-Cuban initiatory traditions that crystallized during the transatlan-
tic slave trade, the most maligned and least understood has been the all-male 
secret society called Abakuá. Anglophone studies of this tradition reached 
a critical mass in the last decade, however, beginning with María Teresa 
vélez’s Drumming for the Gods (2000) and David H. Brown’s The Light 
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Inside (2003). ivor Miller, who co-authored Ifá Will Mend Our Broken World: 
Thoughts on Yorùbá Religion and Culture in Africa and the Diaspora with 
wande Abimbola, now brings research on Abakuá to a new level in Voice of 
the Leopard. 

Meticulously investigated and densely evocative, the book documents 
the sacred sodalities first organized into lodges in the Cross river basin, 
and later re-imagined on Cuban land. it deftly tracks the transformation of 
Abakuá into a mutual-aid organization, first for enslaved practitioners, then 
for creole working-class urban blacks and their white counterparts. Although 
Voice of the Leopard is at its most pleasurable and provocative when explor-
ing the contribution of Abakuá music to Cuban national identity, Miller’s 
painstaking chronological account of the emergence of Abakuá lodges stands 
to become definitive.

This is not to say that Voice of the Leopard is beyond reproach. some flaws 
are so minor as to be negligible; for instance, while a cursory outline of the 
Abakuá origin myth would have been useful, the informed reader will have 
no trouble finding accessible versions of the same elsewhere. More serious 
critiques deserve to be aired not because they detract from the book’s consid-
erable achievement, but in order to highlight the importance of the theoretical 
and methodological issues they raise for all scholars of Caribbean traditions.

when so many of the arguments made in any academic field suffer from a 
lack of persuasive power, it seems churlish to suggest that Miller has proven 
his main point only too well; that is, one never doubts that there has been 
a significant historical connection between the continental African leopard 
society Ékpè and Abakuá. By marshaling overwhelming evidence for this 
link, Miller intends for his study to “confirm” the veracity of his interlocu-
tors’ narratives, thus validating the objective truth of their contentions, pri-
marily as embedded in oral tradition. However, the implications of a direct 
connection between Ékpè and Abakuá for contemporary scholarship, and the 
precise nature of his evidentiary claims, are not fleshed out.

it has been twenty years since David scott (1991) described Afro-Atlantic 
scholarship as operating within a “verificationist paradigm,” beholden to the 
affirmation of noble “pasts” for Afro-American peoples that could assist 
them in attaining social and political recognition. in a foreword to Voice of 
the Leopard that serves less as a framing device than a review of the attitudes 
towards Ékpè and Abakuá held by Miller’s informants, a collaborator writes 
that “a serious researcher will be able to understand and justify our real-
ity” (p. 23). Accordingly, the narratives of informants are often handled as 
if understanding and justification were synonymous. in fact, as an initiated 
“insider,” Miller so fully identifies with key interlocutors that it is sometimes 
difficult to tell whose voice readers are supposed to be hearing in a given 
passage. Moreover, for Miller, the development of Abakuá runs parallel to 
Afro-Cuban self-empowerment, yet one suspects that the liberatory aspects 
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of Ékpè and Abakuá are too uncritically celebrated, at the risk of imposing a 
“dualistic logic of resistance and constraint” on traditions that offer far more 
than case studies in opposition to domination (see Mahmood 2005:27 n. 45).

Anthropologists may quarrel with Miller’s notion of culture as patrimon y, 
and his treatment of “psyche” and historical memory. The approach to tradi-
tion as such in Voice of the Leopard has the unfortunate effect of casting it as 
a fixed quantity in perpetual danger of loss, with a “perfected,” unchangeabl e 
core, rather than endlessly (re-)constructed through contingent social 
processe s. The tension between the sophisticated appreciation of tradition 
implicit in Miller’s dialogical data-gathering techniques, and the assessment 
of it made explicit in his analysis, remains unresolved.

sociologists of religion may wish that the assertions made by Miller’s 
interlocutors had been more rigorously interrogated in order to illuminate 
the mechanisms of authority in Abakuá, as well as the rhetorical strategies 
employed to bolster claims to religious legitimacy more generally. (Miller’s 
citation of Pierre Bourdieu early on is promising, yet he does not go on to pur-
sue an analysis in this vein.) Historians of religions may, for their part, won-
der to what extent Miller oversimplifies the complex relationship between 
secrecy and power in liturgical speech and ritual practice, bearing in mind 
the material and ideological conditions of knowledge production regarding 
Abakuá (see Urban 1998). And many more will question Miller’s decision to 
omit references to reputable sources – for example, concerning the Abakuá 
influence on the Aponte rebellion of 1812 and the 1844 Conspiracy of La 
escalera, or the denotational consistency of African ethnonyms in the colo-
nial period – that contradict his own conclusions. These observations are 
made in hopes of providing an occasion for mutually beneficial clarification 
and interdisciplinary dialogue in Miller’s future publications.

Caveats notwithstanding, Voice of the Leopard is highly recommended as 
a teaching tool, particularly in courses on Afro-diasporic religions and music, 
alongside more basic explanatory texts. scholars keen to surpass Miller’s 
accomplishment would do well to study it closely, and heed a proverb: “only 
a lion can drink from the palm wine pot of the leopard.” A volume of com-
parable caliber, eagerly awaited, will have to create a mighty roar before 
earning even a small share of its predecessor’s accolades.
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Jana Lipman’s fine book joins a growing collection of studies that examine 
Caribbean history from a transnational perspective and represents an important 
contribution to our knowledge of how empire and imperialism functioned in 
Cuba during the first seventy years of the twentieth century. Taking a micro-
regional focus on the U.s. naval base at Guantánamo Bay (referred to as 
GTMo in U.s. military parlance), Lipman explores the history of the base’s 
workers, mostly Cuban but in recent years increasingly Jamaican and Filipino, 
who labored for the United states in manual, office, and domestic occupations.

while the main focus is on Cuban history prior to the Cuban revolution 
of 1959, one especially interesting chapter examines the awkward, ambiva-
lent, and unstable relations between the U.s. naval base and these same Cuban 
workers, albeit in steadily decreasing numbers, who still crossed over to 
GTMo every day from the neighboring cities of Guantánamo and Caimanera 
in the two decades after the triumph of the revolution. Lipman’s book, then, 
is both a labor history and a study of U.s.-Cuban diplomatic and international 
relations. The examination of the interplay between local, regional, national, 
and international politics, economics, and culture is one of the book’s many 
strengths. students of the history of U.s. imperialism and researchers commit-
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ted to reconstructing how such conjunctures and metanarratives as the Good 
Neighbor Policy and the cold war were experienced and acted out by protago-
nists at the micro and local level will find the book particularly rewarding.

Lipman gracefully demonstrates both the hegemonic reach of U.s. 
empire as it enveloped Cuban workers in a web of obligations, loyalties, and 
reciprocal exchanges, as well as the real limits of that same U.s. imperial 
project. There are fascinating examinations of such topics as the ambivalent 
engagements of Cuban workers with U.s. popular culture and the quotidian 
practices of domestic life in U.s. housing and offices on the base; the moral 
economy of petty theft on the U.s. base; and the local manifestations of the 
corrupt trade union system associated at the national level with the labor 
boss, eusebio Mujal. There’s also a particularly interesting discussion of how 
Cuban base workers supported the anti-Batista insurrectionary movements 
led by the local branch of Castro’s July 26th Movement. 

in all of these areas Lipman emphasizes the contingent nature of behav-
iors on both the U.s. and Cuban side and the need to tread delicately around 
an intensely asymmetrical pattern of political and legal relations established 
by the 1903 administrative arrangements and their later modifications that 
governed the U.s. lease of GTMo. Lipman reconstructs in great detail the 
dynamics of what she calls “neo-colonial give and take” at the Guantánamo 
base. Here she exhibits considerable sensitivity to the ethnic and gender 
behaviors required by Jim Crow-influenced practices on the U.s. base, as 
well as the elaborate and always contradictory needs of Guantánamo civil 
society as it struggled to balance the drive to make as much money as pos-
sible from well-paid U.s. military personnel without upsetting the racial and 
class hierarchies that governed society in Caimanera and Guantánamo City.

Lipman’s research is impressive. she has examined U.s. diplomatic, mil-
itary, naval, and Marine records, as well as documents in the Cuban National 
Archives and the Guantánamo Provincial Archive. The book’s achievements, 
however, are crucially dependent on her interviews with a group of men and 
women who were formerly employed as GTMo base workers, and whose 
memories, often contradictory and always complex, are deftly analyzed and 
discussed with the help of extensive quotations. Because many of these base 
workers are Cubans of British west indian descent, Lipman’s book is an 
important addition to a growing historical and ethnographic literature on the 
evolution of British west indians in Cuba.

Guantánamo is still a major irritant in U.s.-Cuban relations and an ever 
more bizarre anomaly in the modern history of the Caribbean. These features 
are made even more controversial by the United states’s decision to use GTMo 
as a detention and interrogation center that houses irregular combatants, most 
of them from the Middle east, captured in the course of U.s. military cam-
paigns in iraq and Afghanistan. Lipman adopts a strongly critical stance on 
these contemporary manifestations of U.s. empire, but in spite of the abundant 
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anti-imperialist and cold war narratives that have shaped discussion of the U.s. 
base at Guantánamo, she has not been trapped in the prison of ideologically 
driven narratives as she argues her case – a major achievement.

Packaged Vacations: Tourism Development in the Spanish Caribbean. evan 
r. warD. Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2008. xxvi + 237 pp. 
(Cloth Us$ 69.95)

Polly Pattullo 
Journalist, editor, and publisher
<pollyp@globalnet.co.uk>

The Habana Hilton opened in 1958. Less than a year later came Castro, and 
the brand-new luxury building decked out in Cuban art and artefacts became, 
somewhat bizarrely, both the headquarters for the revolution and Castro’s 
temporary home. For Conrad Hilton, the founder of the world’s first hotel 
chain, it must all have been like a bad dream. But although Hilton saw tour-
ism as a tool to fight the cold war in Latin America, he was pragmatic enough 
to want to wait around in Cuba and see if the revolution and U.s. capital 
could co-exist. But by the end of 1959, the Habana Hilton had been renamed 
the Habana Libre and the Hilton management had closed up shop.

However, as evan ward’s Packaged Vacations tells us, the former Habana 
Hilton would play its part in another piece of tourism history. The hotel had 
staggered on under Cuban management until the early 1990s. By then Castro 
seems to have long realized that the Cubans lacked expertise in tourism man-
agement, as he reached out to european investors, in particular the spanish. 
“we are going to acquire an enormous amount of experience on how to man-
age a hotel,” he asserted. “This is not an ideological matter, it is a technical 
matter, it is a scientific matter” (p. 143).

so, in 1993, the Habana Libre was handed over to the spanish-owned 
Guitart Hotel Company. A few months later the Cuban Communist Party 
held a meeting to address the knotty problem of tourism development. Castro 
was there and was told that the hotel’s new management had almost halved 
the number of staff and that the hotel was working more efficiently than ever 
before. Then Castro interrogated a delegate about pre-Guitart life at the hotel. 
Told that 720 people had been taking their meals at the hotel although they 
were neither employees nor guests, Castro (temperature clearly rising) said: 
“Do you think a tourism industry can prosper that way? i ask you, comrades, 
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tell me the truth: Do you think a hotel where approximately 700 people with 
nothing to do with the hotel are eating can be a hotel for tourism? in what 
country of the world?” (p. 146). indeed.

The merit of this book is in such intriguing detail. Packaged Vacations 
looks at the way mass tourism emerged in the spanish Caribbean from the 
1940s onwards. ward, an assistant professor of history at the University 
of North Alabama, has delved deep. in particular, he is adapt at recount-
ing how those grandiose U.s. investors of the post-war period, Hilton and 
the rockefeller brothers, set up their hotels (“cathedrals of comfort”) in 
venezuela, Mexico, Cuba, Puerto rico, the Dominican republic. He also 
looks at how the decline of U.s. investment then prompted the emergence of 
both local private sector development and the growing influence of european 
(primarily spanish) hoteliers, airlines, and tour companies who achieved ver-
tical integration in a way that the Americans had failed to sustain.

ward offers both Cancún, Mexico, and the Punta Cana resort develop-
ment in the Dominican republic – the latter initiated in 1968 by a local 
Dominican businessman and a New York attorney – as examples of how 
isolated and empty stretches of tropical coastlines became consumed by tour-
ism. This was uncharted territory – to develop vast tourism complexes away 
from urban hubs. Both, if measured in terms of tourist arrivals, have been 
extraordinary successes. Cancún is now seen as “one of the most powerful 
regions of the world, touristically speaking” (p. 134), while nearly two mil-
lion tourists arrive yearly at Punta Cana’s international airport.

so far so good, and, as ward says, there is a dearth of historical storytell-
ing in the literature of tourism. But what this book ignores is the social, envi-
ronmental, and economic impact of tourism development on the spanish-
speaking Caribbean. There is, indeed, an epilogue – a sort of “whatever 
happened to.” However, this consists of a mere eight pages of what ward 
calls “on-site observations” where he reports on visits to the three main hubs 
discussed in the book – varadero (Cuba), Punta Cana-Bávaro, and Cancún. 
He visits Cuba and finds Germans and italians on the beach “darkly tanned, 
in their speedos” (p. 186) and Chinese tourists taking a sea bath at sunset. 
in Cancún, he notices the post-Hurricane wilma devastation. in Punta Cana 
he observes – in about the only piece of insight into the fraught complexities 
of tourism development – how the delightful architecture of the residential 
homes contrasts with the unloved, polluted public space.

These ad hoc and slightly mundane observations do not answer the ques-
tion that he poses at the beginning. in his introduction, ward writes that “the 
tourism industry has often neglected to see the relevance of its past … to its 
future” (p. xvii). He hopes that this study will fill that void. But that, it seems 
to me, is not what has been achieved. His research on the setting up of tourism 
hubs in the spanish Caribbean makes for interesting reading but he has little to 
say about the legacy of these initiatives. How much has tourism delivered for 
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the people of the spanish Caribbean? How far should the pioneers of tourism 
be held responsible for the complex problems experienced by those mass tour-
ism destinations today? what clues might we have that these initiatives have 
brought unsustainable growth: environmental degradation, impoverished con-
ditions of workers in the tourism industry, displacement of local communities, 
increased crime, and so on. That, too, is part of the region’s history. The lack 
of even a cursory glance at these issues makes me uneasy and less sympathetic 
than i might have been toward this accomplished narrative of that era when 
tourism was seen as the engine of growth for a modern Caribbean.

Afro-Greeks: Dialogues Between Anglophone Caribbean Literature and 
Classics in the Twentieth Century. eMily greenwooD. oxford: oxford 
University Press, 2010. x + 298 pp. (Cloth Us$ 99.00)

gregson Davis
Department of Classical studies
Duke University
Durham NC 27708-0103, U.s.A.
<gdav@duke.edu>

in the opening lines of one of his most excruciatingly self-searching poems, 
“Homecoming: Anse La raye,” the st. Lucian poet and Nobel laureate, 
Derek walcott, employs the hyphenated expression “Afro-Greeks” to des-
ignate bright young pupils (including himself) participating in a secondary 
school class on his native island: 

  whatever else we learned
  at school, like solemn Afro-Greeks eager for grades,
  of Helen and the shades
  of borrowed ancestors…

emily Greenwood’s monograph takes this witty neologism as an analyti-
cal frame of reference for a penetrating investigation of the diverse ways in 
which prominent Anglophone Caribbean authors and political leaders of an 
earlier, pioneering, generation appropriated aspects of Greco-roman civi-
lization in their efforts to shape their own idealized visions of a distinctive 
Caribbean national identity. The topic encapsulated in the walcott tag is cru-
cial to a deeper understanding of the intellectual formation of the colonized 
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educational elite in the British west indies in the mid-twentieth century, 
though it has been largely relegated to the sidelines of the mainstream critical 
discourse as a source of piquant and entertaining anecdotes. Greenwood has 
performed an invaluable service to “postcolonial” scholarship by her engag-
ing account based on meticulous research in regional archives and libraries, 
as well as on interviews with some of the surviving players in the field.

in her wide-ranging study she makes astute use of a foil that occupies a 
segment of her initial chapter, “An Accidental Homer,” in which she offers 
insights into the nostalgic invocation of Greek literature (mainly Homer’s 
Odyssey) on the part of a famous european visitor to the Caribbean archipel-
ago, Patrick Leigh Fermor. His acclaimed travelogue, The Traveler’s Tree: A 
Journey through the Caribbean Islands, is marked by random reminiscences 
of the Aegean islands. Her book’s main focus, however, is not on deconstruct-
ing european works that make tenuous associations between the societies of 
ancient Greece and the New world, but rather on teasing out the complex 
stratagems that Caribbean creative writers have elaborated in their quest to 
make sense of their hybrid, or more accurately, multifarious cultural iden-
tity. The second chapter, “Classics as a school of empire,” documents just 
how central an education in the Classical languages (mainly Latin) was to the 
disseminated standard curriculum that the British empire imposed upon its 
far-flung colonies. The homogenized system of certification via centralized 
testing ensured that “the sun never set” on young British subjects laboring 
over the text of virgil’s Aeneid and Caesar’s Gallic Wars. As a native of the 
Leeward islands ex-colony of Antigua and currently a Professor of Classical 
studies and Comparative Literature at Duke University, i may be regarded as 
an exemplar of a species of “Afro-Greek.” My experience in reading this book 
has been occasionally akin to seeing my reflection in a mirror. As a product of 
an elitist system of secondary education modeled on the British public school 
with its Arnoldian faith in the Greco-roman literary canon, i can attest to the 
accuracy of Greenwood’s sketches of the formation of west indian intellec-
tuals of the stature of the Trinidadians C.L.r. James and eric williams. she 
demonstrates ably that the Bildung of most of the major writers in the former 
British west indies (the list includes edward Brathwaite, Austin Clarke, and 
Derek walcott) was shaped in nontrivial ways by a Classical (mostly Latin) 
canon in which the Augustan poets, virgil and Horace, have a prominent 
place. Most importantly, she shows by way of well-chosen examples how the 
assimilation of that canon, in literary as well as linguistic terms, did not take 
place without a concurrent critique of that very tradition. 

in her third and fourth chapters she explores this critical subtext in regard 
to both literature and politics. in the former category, she illustrates the subtle 
narrative technique of deliberate “misquotation” on the part of the novel-
ists Austin Clarke and v.s. Naipaul, among others. especially acute is her 
reading of Naipaul’s manipulation of lines from virgil’s Aeneid in his novel, 
A Bend in the River, whereby a Latin quotation becomes “the subject of 
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transformative irony.” on the political side, she discusses C.L.r. James’s 
paradoxical appropriation of Athenian democracy as a countermodel to the 
modern British version, and as a spur to envisaging a unique polity to emerge 
in the newly independent nation of Trinidad &Tobago.

Greenwood’s analytical approach to her subject owes much to a flour-
ishing new subfield in Classics that is mainly taking hold in the United 
kingdom, though its adherents are rapidly increasing on both sides of the 
Atlantic. Commonly referred to by its exponents as “reception studies,” it 
has also spawned a vibrant area of investigation that might be called “post-
colonial reception studies.” several volumes of scholarly essays along these 
lines have now appeared in prestigious academic presses in Britain, includ-
ing Goff 2005, Graziosi and Greenwood 2007, and Hardwick and Gillespie 
2007. Greenwood has made significant contributions to this renaissance in 
an earlier article, “we speak Latin in Trinidad: Uses of Classics in Caribbean 
Literature,” which was manifestly propaedeutic to the book under review. 
in her final chapter, “Caribbean Classics and the Postcolonial Canon,” she 
offers summary reflections on the skillful annexation by Caribbean creative 
writers of Greco-roman literature as a “site of cultural resistance” (p. 252).

Afro-Greeks is a thoughtful and eloquent account of the complex strategic 
space that leading Caribbean intellectuals have carved out for themselves 
in a postcolonial landscape. it is worth noting that parallel developments in 
the literary-critical sphere have taken place in the Francophone Caribbean. 
while Greenwood’s main focus is on the Anglophone territories, she does 
give an occasional glance at influential theoretical formulations of French 
Antillean writers, such as the Martiniquan, Édouard Glissant. Her book is a 
welcome revision to the prevailing orientation of postcolonial literary schol-
arship, which tends to consign the fundamental topic of Classical Bildung to 
the margins of critical inquiry.
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Caribbean Culture: Soundings on Kamau Brathwaite is a strong collection 
of essays on this distinguished Caribbean poet, critic, and historian. Many 
of the papers were originally presented at a 2002 conference on the Mona 
Campus of the University of the west indies to celebrate and evaluate the 
work of this great Barbadian writer. All together, the volume consists of 
twenty-two essays, plus an insightful introduction by Nardi edwards. editor 
Annie Paul has divided them into seven major sections, which we can reduce 
to three for this review: music and the word in Brathwaite, the writing of 
Caribbean history, and creolization, gender, and subalternity.

The strongest and most engaging essays in this comprehensive treatment 
of Brathwaite’s work are in the section on music and the word. The essay by 
kofi Anyidoho, which opens the volume, focuses on the particular way in 
which Brathwaite has been able to make living connections with his African 
ancestral heritage. These connections take place at the level of the “ontologi-
cal value of the word.” in African philosophical thought, the word is not just 
a semantic construct; through its sonic capabilities it can also function as a 
symbol and carrier of the energy that many African cultures call “the life 
force.” This is the word as “Nommo,” the word as a carrier of creative and 
world-constituting energy. 

in Maureen warner-Lewis’s essay this sonic/symbolic ontology of the 
word is examined from the perspective of the way Brathwaite has been able 
to link his use of words so intimately with music, particularly jazz, calypso, 
and reggae. in order to show how this connection is made and sustained, 
warner-Lewis undertakes a diacritical syllable-based analysis of some 
Caribbean calypsos and songs from the kongo. she then performs similar 
analyses of Brathwaite’s poems to suggest a “transference of song rhythms to 
poetry.” Thus what emerges from this first section is a clear, insightful analy-
sis of the interdisciplinary nature of Brathwaite’s aesthetic discourse and the 
amazingly creative ways in which it has brought together the African word, 
music, and poetry in powerful and original creole syntheses. 

As we move further into the volume, we encounter in various ways 
the following question: what is the aim or purpose of this Brathwaitian 
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aesthetic discourse and its challenging creole syntheses? The answer that 
we get most often is that it is a discourse through which we can begin to 
imagine a Caribbean “alter/native” to the “missilic” culture of the west. 
Thus, many of the authors in this volume – such as Jeanne Christensen, J. 
edward Chamberlin, ileana rodriguez, and elizabeth DeLoughrey – have 
responded quite positively to Brathwaite’s innovative discourse. For exam-
ple, Christensen takes up the myth-making powers of Brathwaite’s aesthetic 
discourse and their contributions to the challenge of fashioning a Caribbean 
“alter/native” vision of existence. in her essay, ileana rodriguez takes up 
Brathwaite’s notion of creolization and examines it in relation to concepts 
such as hybridity, mestizaje, and transculturation. 

However, it would be an error to leave the impression that all of the 
authors share this positive response to Brathwaite’s poetic vision. indeed, it is 
clear that the historians in the volume are not quite as taken with Brathwaite’s 
work as the linguists and literary critics. Most critical of all is Cecil Gizmore, 
who is quite determined to demonstrate that the concept of creolization has 
little or no theoretical value. one of his four main objections to the concept 
is that its use by academics tends to “de-Africanize and inferiorize Caribbean 
and continental Africans” (p. 191). He suggests that Brathwaite’s elevation 
of it to a “first-order concept” rather than a second-order one is the key con-
ceptual error in its weakness as a theoretical discourse. He also suggests that 
M.G. smith’s second-order use of the term was the more correct one. This 
is an interesting way to contrast Brathwaite and smith, but in the end i was 
not convinced by Gizmore. From the perspective of the cultural system, i 
think that creolization can be a first-order concept. Further, in Brathwaite’s 
case it is clear that the tendency of some creole theorists to de-Africanize 
Caribbean and continental Africans does not really apply. Gizmore’s read-
ing of Brathwaite’s historical writing stands in sharp contrast to that of Leah 
rosenberg, who compares Brathwaite to the indian historian, ranajit Guha, 
the founder of the field of subaltern studies. it is precisely Brathwaite’s use 
of creole theory as a strategy of representing the voice of the black subaltern 
that rosenberg likes about Brathwaite’s writing of Caribbean history. 

Less critical, but quite cautious, is the paper by Glen richards, who 
begins by outlining Brathwaite’s place in the development of Caribbean 
historical writing and the major intellectual responses to his creolizing of 
Caribbean history. However, he is concerned about the Afrocentric tenden-
cies in Brathwaite’s works, as well as his binary oppositions such as missile/
capsule and their impact on the objectivity of the historian. Finally, verene 
shephard takes up the issue of “enslaved women.” However, in my view she 
does not succeed in bringing her vital concerns into a substantive engage-
ment with Brathwaite’s thought and research. 

in spite of the variations in the power of the essays, this volume is a 
strong and valuable contribution to the literature on kamau Brathwaite. 
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Despite the ferrous flavor of rusty and restrictive polemic in the title of Aída 
Beaupied’s book, all apprehension of a dogmatic analysis of the ideologi-
cal importance of liberty in Cuban letters is quickly eroded. Although obvi-
ously irritated by Fidel Castro’s “self-critical shortsightedness”1 (p. 99) (in 
revenge for which she often ossifies the ex-president within a premature and 
somewhat distracting past tense), Beaupied’s epistemological sophistica-
tion preserves even her most pointed attacks on revolutionary Cuba’s artistic 
asphyxiation from cardboard caricature or ideological impropriety. From the 
unabashedly intimate prologue, Beaupied makes it clear that her analysis, 
like many of the discourses it traces, “simultaneously affirms and denies, or 
at least postpones into an uncertain future” any definitive statements about 
the human capacity for freedom (p. x). From this position of innervating 
ambiguity, she illuminates both the emancipation and the tyranny that the 
pursuit of liberty has inscribed within the national narrative since feverish 
Cuba Libre dreams evaporated in the de-colonial anti-climax of 1898. 

For Beaupied, this taut dialectic is most keenly expressed within what 
she calls Cuba’s “integrationist myth,” succinctly enunciated in José Martí’s 
slogan “with all, and for the good of all!” (p. 85). To rally under this unify-
ing flag, however, requires the sacrifice of idiosyncratic individuality to thus 
clear a “transcendental space for the national subject” (p. 7). Beginning with 
Martí, Beaupied offers an iconoclastic re-reading of the “Apostle’s” 1895 
immolation, portraying his ultimate sacrifice not in a premature and pro-
saic death, but in a staunch and dutiful lingering in life despite the seductive 
allure of eternal repose (p. 72). she thus attempts what she describes as the 
near-impossible: an exorcism of Martí’s stultifyingly superhuman legacy by 
counterpointing his decisiveness with his ambiguity, his heroism with his 
“maddened and desolate” flight from existential phantoms (p. 99). For her, 
this fragmented and self-reflexive subjectivity is notably absent in Cuba’s 
other overbearing archetype, Fidel Castro, for whom even the most seem-

1. Translations in this review are my own.
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ingly bitter self-criticism becomes self-affirming “mythification” (p. 100). 
Beaupied could have gone on to explore Castro’s commandeering of Martí’s 
ideological legacy in La historia me absolverá (1953) and his fashioning 
of an integral and unambiguous hero pointing teleologically toward Cuba’s 
revolutionary conclusion.

in what is perhaps her most lucid chapter, Beaupied leaves behind the 
superhuman to chart the über-human and antagonistic orbits of José Lezama 
Lima and virgilio Piñera around Cuba’s magnetic integrationist myth. 
recognizing that both writers confront the potentially enervating awareness 
of the farcical theater of life, she juxtaposes their willingness to abdicate 
brittle individuality for the enveloping identification of communitas in order 
to overcome this awful epiphany. 

For Beaupied, Lezama fought the terror of intranscendence with a fecund 
bifocal faith. He gave great credence to the cumulative force of human com-
munity that inspires even the most extraordinary individuals to seek salva-
tion through a collective, not isolated encounter with the divine; he believed 
in the redemptive power of intellectual and imaginative labor: “the creative 
gesture that does not relent, despite being pre-condemned to failure, is the 
liberated and liberating act par excellence” (p. 180). Beaupied’s confessed 
empathy for this poetically pursued state of grace only enhances her land-
mark analysis of Lezamian faith in the transcendental imago.

in contrast, Beaupied portrays Piñera taking small comfort in what he 
saw as the “modest freedom” offered by unfettered artistic creation (p. 155). 
instead, Piñera sought to puncture the pathos of humankind’s inexorable 
fate with choteo, an insolent raspberry blown at bitter life and, more point-
edly, at the wagnerian drama of Castro’s revolutionary crusade (p. 120). 
Although acerbic humor is undoubtedly one of Piñera’s most effective liter-
ary weapons, a less pessimistic interpretation of his rebel yell is possible. 
spurning the revolution’s messianic creed, Piñera turns to sisyphus for suc-
cor. Beaupied acknowledges the potential importance of Albert Camus’s The 
Myth of Sisyphus (1942) in Piñera’s imaginative formation, but i would go 
further.2 in Camus’s essay, the condemned king trudges down the moun-
tain of his eternal torment with an unexpected smile on his face: “one must 
imagine sisyphus happy,” says Camus (2000:111). virgilio defended himself 
from despair with this same enigmatic contentment born neither of masoch-
ism nor of madness, but of the metaphysic connecting Piñera to sisyphus 
to Beaupied’s deconstructed José Martí. All smile through their agony not 
because of a leap of faith toward transcendence, but because of stoical equa-
nimity before the frustrations of life, because, as Beaupied claims for Martí, 
they are confident that their suffering has been sufficient to spare them the 

2. Beaupied cites enrico Mario santí’s claim that Camus’s essay was Piñera’s bible 
during his Buenos Aires exile (p. 137-38, n. 7).
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“painful ill of living once again.”3 The Apostle’s ill-fated dash into battle 
and Piñera’s existential “compromise with the here and now” (p. 157) are 
therefore not lamentable acts of narcissistic suicide, but a sisyphean and ser-
endipitous disposition to death, an insistence on the freedom to die on one’s 
own terms and with all scores settled.

After two hundred pages of epistemological distance from the myth of 
liberty, Beaupied makes of her conclusion an optimistic paean to freedom, 
“more as a wish than as an interpretation” (p. 201). The seemingly irrecon-
cilable and perennially restless protagonists of the myth of an integrated and 
cathartically cleansed island come together, not at the exhausted end of a 
teleological odyssey nor in existential anomie, but in a placeless and timeless 
act of sublime (self)pardon. “Aché” says Beaupied, meaning “with God’s 
grace,” and that surely is a myth to be saluted.
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From Henry Louis Gates’s Signifying Monkey to richard Burton’s Afro-
Creole, the question of the African heritage in the black diaspora as manifest in 
New world literary and cultural experiences and expressions has been a major 
focus of Black studies. while these represent the cultural dimensions and 
connectedness of global black culture, works such as Cedric robinson’s The 
Black Radical Tradition and Adeleke Adeeko’s The Slave Rebellion explore 
the unities of black ideologies and strategies of struggle. Babacar M’baye’s 

3. From Martí’s “Canto de otoño,” cited in Beaupied, p. 73.
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The Trickster Comes West is a bold attempt to extend the definitions of Pan-
Africanism by locating ideologies and strategies of the struggles of peoples of 
African descent, especially African slaves, not only in black cultural practices 
but in an originary context of folkloric imagination. The syllogism implicit 
in the book’s argument is that slave resistance has a shared character that is 
peculiarly African, a character that is rooted in slave folklore, which itself 
is derivative of African folklore. we are to believe, therefore, that African 
folklore gave form and force to the very nature and tactics of subversion and 
revolt among African slaves. The book’s strength lies in the vast knowledge 
of African folklore, especially west African, that was deployed in contextual-
izing, suggesting, and attributing motivations to slave-authors’ thoughts and 
actions. These authors include Phillis wheatley, Cugoano, olaudah equiano, 
elizabeth Hart Thwaites and Anne Hart Gilbert, and Mary Prince. 

The book is appropriately divided into five chapters bounded by a sub-
stantial introduction and brief conclusion. The mode of analysis is one that 
seeks equivalences in African folklore for every enunciation of thought, ver-
bal style, and mode of action. For M’baye, comparability establishes connec-
tions but also sufficient grounds for claims of influence and causation. 

Chapter 1 describes the example of the black slave poet Phillis wheatley 
who was brought to Boston on a slave ship from the senegambian region 
at around the age of seven or eight. The chapter uses letters and poems by 
wheatley and her acquaintances as well as documents that suggest a sig-
nificant presence of senegambians in the Boston area to argue that she must 
have been familiar with seneganbian tales of Leuk and Bouki – Monkey 
and Hyena – both before and after her enslavement, so that her ability to 
negotiate her freedom, and build community and cultivate solidarity among 
blacks, was the direct result of a residual consciousness acquired from the 
trickster figures in those tales. The chapter also seeks to show African roots 
of wheatley’s supposed Puritan sensibilities. The poet’s representation and 
invocation of the image of ethiopia as a spiritual vision of black uprising and 
apparent subtlety and indirectness in an adversarial context doubtlessly gives 
initial credibility to this mode of Pan-Africanist reading.

Chapter 2 examines African folklore and political ideologies in the work 
of Quobna Cugoano. The worldview revealed in Cugoano’s critique of slav-
ery, M’baye claims, derives from Akan social values, leading to the claim 
M’baye frequently makes: “Though he dwells in Akan folktales, Anansi is 
the living force that inspired the Black revolutionaries of the diaspora to 
gather strength from all sides of their societies for the liberation of their 
people” (p. 96). it is also in this chapter that the analysis begins to examine 
the similarity between the roles played by the authors in their immediate 
circumstances and those played by characters in African folklores.

The mode of analysis described in Chapters 1 and 2 having been estab-
lished, similar patterns form the basis of analysis and claims in subsequent 
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chapters. Chapter 3 locates the influence of igbo folklore on equiano’s narra-
tive. The ambivalence in equiano, for example, is seen as resulting from the 
igbo theory of duality. equiano becomes like Mbe: he is resilient, adaptable, 
diplomatic, and indomitable, mediating on behalf of society, between the 
people and the gods, or in this case, the european powers.

Chapter 4 similarly assumes that the Hart sisters “would have known some 
of these trickster strategies and the folktales in Antigua” (p. 144). Thus, M’baye 
bases the combination of Methodism and African womanism of the Hart sis-
ters on their assumed connections to countertricking in African folklores. 

The final chapter ends with Mary Prince and her refusal to return to slav-
ery in Bermuda, exploiting the opportunities the British legal system could 
afford to her. Throughout the book, M’baye shows how each one of these 
authors bears very complicated attitudes toward Africa: their Pan-Africanism 
sits side-by-side with western ideological influences. 

M’baye’s book does not simply posit affinities between cultures of the 
African diaspora or purport to demonstrate their origins in African traditional 
cultures, it does indeed break a radical new ground in elevating African folk-
lore to the scriptural status of “guiding beliefs” that anticipate the experi-
ences of slaves in the New world and provide consolation, comfort, and 
escape, both symbolic and real. However, M’baye does not overcome that 
basic problem of accounting for the inspiration of slave revolts. was the dec-
laration of the rights of Man and Citizen in France necessary for propping 
up the Haitian revolution? or is it the fact of slavery itself that was directly 
responsible for the rebellion? That ideologies of slave revolt are comparable 
to modes of revolt in folktales does not conclusively demonstrate the origins 
of those ideas in the tales. Despite the seduction of the concept of the power 
of folktales in history that the book presents, one constantly and frustratingly 
feels that the proof is often the same as the assertion.
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Colin A. Palmer’s study will stand as the definitive exploration of how, in the 
name of anti-communism, the British in the 1950s and the Americans in the 
1960s grievously damaged Guyana’s political development. Cheddi Jagan 
and the Politics of Power is exemplary in exploiting the manuscript sources 
available at the British Public record office and the National Archives of 
the United states, as well as archives in Guyana. The book is particularly 
clear concerning the shift that occurred when the interventionism of the 
kennedy Administration replaced the formal colonial rule of the British. The 
latter, with virtually no consultation with the United states, had unilaterally 
removed the People’s Progressive Party (PPP) government from office in 
1953. But after 1961, Palmer writes, the Americans became “the de facto 
imperial master of British Guiana [possessing] an irrational opposition to 
Cheddi Jagan based on their rather flawed understanding of his ideological 
positions” (p. 312). with the exaggerated fear that under a Jaganite leader-
ship Guyana would become a second Cuba in the hemisphere, U.s. secretary 
of state Dean rusk declared in a February 1962 letter to the British Foreign 
secretary: “i must tell you now that i have reached the conclusion that it is 
not possible for us to put up with an independent Guiana under Jagan” (p. 
258). And so it was that the Americans stirred the colony’s cauldron of racial 
mistrust, producing a catastrophic three years of intermittent communal vio-
lence. But the United states were not satisfied until the electoral process was 
rigged and Jagan removed to the political sideline. only then, in 1966, was 
the fractured country permitted to proceed to independence.

Palmer defends Jagan and condemns the interventions primarily by main-
taining that the external powers grossly overstated the threat represented by 
the PPP’s Marxism. He writes that “the PPP was in no position to establish a 
communist state in British Guiana in 1953” (p. 42), and that the British anti-
communist justification for removing Jagan from office “was largely bereft 
of substance, vacuous and an exercise in imperial irresponsibility” (p. 47). 
indeed, Palmer writes that by the 1960s the “British were reconsidering their 
view of him as a communist. Years of experience in dealing with Jagan had 
led them to make distinctions between his use of the language of Marx, his 
associations with countries such as Cuba and the eastern bloc and the reform-
ist political agenda he pursued in British Guiana when he returned to office.” 
in contrast, “the Americans seemed incapable of such understandings, placin g 
Jagan into a communist straight jacket and framing their attitude toward him 
and policy for his country accordingly” (p. 247). Palmer himself believes 
Jagan’s ideology was misplaced, irrelevant to the country’s needs. He writes 
that Jagan’s Marxism was “an ideological humbug, a sideshow, in a colony 
that needed to expend its energies less on such divisive ideological posturing 
and more on the hard task of effective nation building” (p. 190).

Neither Jagan nor other members of the PPP leadership made any effort 
to disguise their sympathies with the soviet Union’s ideology, lauding the 
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achievements of the Ussr and the bloc of countries ruled by communist 
parties. As a Marxist, Jagan aspired to be the leader of a united working class 
movement that would first achieve independence and then later build social-
ism in the country. The problem was that Jagan always drew his electoral 
support predominantly from the indo-Guyanese population. He was more 
a revered communal leader than the head of a multi-racial proletarian party. 
Nevertheless Jagan was in Palmer’s words “arguably the most outstanding 
leader his country produced in the twentieth century” (p. 312). He command-
ed the largest constituency of voters in the country, and the rhetoric of exploi-
tation associated with his Marxism gave him a powerful tool in the struggle 
for independence. Ultimately however he was defeated because, faced with 
the implacable hostility of the United states, he was unable to extend his 
political appeal to Afro-Guyanese voters. Jagan was never able to call upon a 
united nation to resist the powerful external and internal enemies mobilized 
in response to his ideology. 

A turning point in Jagan’s ultimately failed effort to elicit Afro-Guyanese 
support was his announcement in 1956 that Guyana would not join the Afro-
dominated west indies Federation. Jagan dressed up his resistance in Marxist 
language arguing that federation was a trap – a vehicle for imperial control. 
But his opposition almost certainly was an accommodation to the insular-
ity of his indo-Guyanese constituents. indeed Palmer quotes Jagan as say-
ing that indo-Guyanese “are almost 100 percent opposed to Federation” (p. 
198). Counterfactual history can never be done with precision. But it does 
seem safe to say that in turning Guyana against the Federation, Jagan com-
pounded his difficulties in widening the base of his support. At the same 
time, Guyana’s absence from the Federation severely damaged the process 
of regional nation-building. Unfortunately, the consequences of Jagan’s role 
as a communal leader are not fully explored by Palmer.

Thus it is that not even as skilled a historian as Palmer has taken the full 
measure of Cheddi Jagan. it is important, i think, not only to identify the 
destructive role played by the United states and Great Britain in Guyana’s 
tragedy but also to identify the role played by Jagan and the PPP in the coun-
try’s near-dismemberment. in this, the problem was not so much Jagan’s 
Marxism. rather it was his inability or unwillingness to resist the role of 
communal leader.
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Any new book by samuel Charters ought to pique the interest of those who 
comprehend the musics of Africa and its multiple diasporas as part of a large r 
whole. A ground-breaking researcher, recordist, and collector of African 
American vernacular music in the southern United states, Charters has made 
vital contributions to the documentation of jazz and the blues over the last 
half century. But he has gone way beyond this, turning his sights to west 
Africa, south America, and the Caribbean as well. This book, a collection 
of reminiscences from a lifetime of travel in search of musical resonance 
between different parts of the Afro-Atlantic world, demonstrates both the 
strengths and weaknesses of Charters’s approach to this vast and complex 
topic. it is an approach combining ethnographic and literary preoccupations, 
often leaning toward poetic and impressionistic description.

Nine of the fourteen chapters deal with non-Caribbean locations (Gambia, 
the Canary islands, the Georgia sea islands, Alabama, Missouri, Harlem, 
southwestern Louisiana, Brazil, and New orleans – although some would 
argue for the “Caribbeanness” of the latter). Not surprisingly, the sections 
devoted to the places and musical traditions Charters knows best – those in 
the United states – are the strongest, and i recommend these chapters unhesi-
tatingly to readers interested in learning more about the kinds of field experi-
ences lying behind his important contributions to the study of this particular 
branch of African diasporic music. Here, i will restrict my comments to the 
five chapters that deal directly with the Caribbean.

Charters fittingly begins his Caribbean ruminations with a chapter on the 
Bahamas, an area he first visited early in his career, during the 1950s, and 
where he ended up spending more, and more intimate, time than anywhere 
else in the region (as detailed lovingly in a previously published memoir on 
this early Bahamian research [Charters 1999]). one can sense here a more 
solid ethnographic foundation than in the other Caribbean chapters. special 
attention is given to a few performers from Andros island, such as guitarist 
Joseph spence and singer John roberts, who were later to achieve some 
fame among folk music enthusiasts in the United states and europe, partly 
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because of Charters’s early recordings. This chapter, in my view, is one of the 
most satisfying in the book.

Moving on to Trinidad, to which Charters devotes two chapters (one on 
calypso, the other on pan), the narrative transitions into something approach-
ing a travelogue, with all the potential for both insight and superficiality this 
suggests. Here, he is clearly just passing through, a highly educated tourist, 
but a tourist nonetheless. No matter how sensitive an observer, he has too 
little time and too little experience of the local milieu he is observing to 
provide the necessary context for his observations. And so he turns to other 
writers for help. Unfortunately, he limits himself to only two or three previ-
ous studies – and not necessarily the most helpful of the many high-quality 
sources available to the student of Trinidadian music.

His actual ethnography seems to consist primarily of activities such as 
interviewing a local author of a book on calypso, visiting a record store 
and talking with the staff, and engaging a clerk at his hotel in conversation, 
although he does visit the modern version of a calypso tent and a variety of 
pan yards in Port of spain. Because of his years of exposure to Caribbean 
music through recordings, books, and fieldwork in other places, and his skill 
as a writer, he is able to squeeze a surprising amount of interesting and evoca-
tive prose out of this rather flimsy base. But the descriptions, for the most part, 
lack real depth and add little to our knowledge of musical life in Trinidad.

The chapter on Jamaica – one of the weakest in the book, in my view 
– suffers from the same kinds of problems, though they are even more pro-
nounced here. To bring himself up to speed on the local culture in which he 
lacks a foundation (keeping in mind as well that the encounter with Jamaica 
described here took place many years ago), he relies, so far as i can tell, on 
nothing more than the liner notes to an album by Bob Marley and the wailers, 
a published compilation of Caribbean field recordings, and his copy of The 
Rough Guide to Reggae (which wasn’t published until some two decades 
after the Jamaican trip he writes about). Little wonder, then, that he misses 
so much and comes to so many odd conclusions.

Pulling into Trench Town with a reluctant taxi driver in the late 1970s, 
he is frustrated to find that the only music that meets his ears is a current hit 
by the U.s. act kool and the Gang, which seems to him to be the only thing 
played on juke boxes and sound systems in the area. (with the proper local 
guidance, he could easily have escaped the strains of kool and the Gang in a 
part of kingston justly renowned for its huge contribution to Jamaica’s indig-
enous music.) Many questionable, if not outright erroneous, assumptions and 
comments follow. “one of the interesting things about reggae,” he states, 
“was that it didn’t sound like traditional Jamaican music” (p. 211). elsewhere 
he writes that “unlike nearly every other Caribbean style, the drums have a 
minor role in the reggae rhythms” (p. 215). (For a number of testimonies 
from key Jamaican session players clearly contradicting this view, see Bilby 
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2010.) He suggests that Bob Marley and the wailers could not have created 
their music without the interventions of upper-class Jamaican record pro-
ducer Chris Blackwell, because “popular music isn’t like traditional music 
– growing out of circumstances of culture and heritage” (p. 215-16). only an 
observer with the narrowest exposure to music and musical life in Jamaica 
could arrive at facile and misleading generalizations such as these (and sev-
eral others casually sprinkled through this chapter). 

There are more specific errors as well, some of them suggesting a serious 
lack of familiarity with the scene being described, as when Charters refers to 
contemporary Jamaican dancehall star sean Paul as “Jean Paul,” or claims 
that ken Boothe (a well-known “vintage” singer associated primarily with 
the ska, rocksteady, and early reggae eras) “plays mostly uptempo music that 
goes by the name of ragga or dance hall” (p. 221). in fact, minor (and in some 
cases not so minor) misapprehensions and confusions pop up in various parts 
of the book – some of them quite surprising given the erudition and breadth of 
knowledge displayed by Charters in some of his other writings about African 
and African diasporic musics. Kalenda, we are told, is “a general term in the 
Caribbean for any kind of African-influenced music” (p. 186). (in reality, 
this term has most often been used to refer to a variety of particular drum-
based music and dance genres found in various parts of the region.) At one 
point he mentions “south African hi-life bands” (p. 3), though the popular 
music genre known as highlife is actually identified with West Africa. And 
the text occasionally plays havoc with African geography in more egregious 
ways, suggesting, for instance, that the Yorubas who ended up in Trinidad 
“emigrated from the Gold Coast” (p. 156), while in western Cuba, “the larg-
est proportion of slaves came from the Ashanti areas in Dahomey, and their 
language and religion were Yoruba” (p. 291).

These confusions and inaccuracies exemplify the downside to Charters’s 
impressionistic approach, especially when it is employed without a sufficient 
knowledge of ethnographic and historical particularities. Yet, Charters is a 
keen observer and a talented writer, and sometimes even his less-grounded 
evocations do succeed on their own terms. At one point, he provides one 
of the nicer descriptions i have seen in print of what is known in Trinidad 
as “the engine room” – the percussion section of a steel band, consisting of 
brake drums and other non-melody instruments (p. 200). And as flawed as 
his Jamaica chapter is, his portrayal of a reggae concert he attended along 
with a crowd of uptown kingstonians perceptively captures some of the 
contradictions of class and color that continue to bedevil popular culture in 
Jamaica (pp. 221-25). Another highlight of this chapter is Charters’s account 
of his brief encounter with reggae mystic and dub innovator Augustus Pablo 
(born Horace swaby) (p. 225-28) – one of the few published descriptions of 
this iconic figure, who died in 1999. His highly impressionistic depiction of 
Pablo—“i felt as though i had ventured too close to a shy antelope that would 
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rise up on its long legs and sprint through the door if i came a step closer,” 
he writes (p. 227) – seems believable, but one wishes he had spent more time 
with this enigmatic character and been able to draw him into a more mean-
ingful conversation.

of the Caribbean chapters, the Cuban one is perhaps best suited to 
Charters’s penchant for highly personal prose, since it centers on a single 
musician, expatriate pianist and bandleader Bebo valdés, with whom he 
obviously has a good rapport. But the chapter also includes a less edifying 
section that has Charters playing musical tourist in Havana.

The value of this book probably lies primarily in the personal memories 
and reflections it leaves of various milestones in a long and distinguished 
career – one that continues to this day. it makes for enjoyable reading, and 
despite its flaws it will be received with gratitude by students of African dia-
sporic musics who have been inspired at one time or another by Charters’s 
pioneering work, myself included.
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This study is the most recent contribution to a growing body of scholarship 
that focuses on Jamaican dancehall, “the most pervasive and persistent mani-
festation of Jamaican popular culture” since the early 1980s (p. xiii). Donna 
Hope’s principal project is to examine a semi-chronological sequence of five 
“exemplars” of masculinity prominent in dancehall discourse, and to analyze 
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the ways in which these models simultaneously draw upon, reinforce, and 
transgress the ideals of Jamaican “hegemonic masculinity” – the “configura-
tion of gender practice which surreptitiously legitimates patriarchy and guar-
antees a dominant position for particular groups of men” at any given time 
(p. 3) – imposed by the middle class on the (largely lower-class) consumers 
of dancehall culture. Her argument is that while the enactments of masculin-
ity championed in dancehall are often perceived as irreconcilable with those 
typical of “polite” middle-class Jamaican society, both are in fact informed by 
the same shifting stock of hegemonic values; a change in the latter inspires a 
change in the former. Dancehall culture, however, does not merely passively 
reflect these fluctuations but actively provokes them, especially in an age of 
“hegemonic dissolution” in which Jamaica’s formal social institutions have 
become increasingly stagnant and ineffectual. in other words, even the most 
progressive renditions of “dancehallized” masculinity are still at least partly 
constituted by – and constitutive of – the most current hegemonic middle-
class standards of Jamaican manhood. Throughout the book, Hope supports 
her assertions with detailed ethnographic data as well as analyses of popular 
dancehall lyrics pertinent to the various ideals of masculinity she interrogates.

in the introduction, Hope surveys the bodies of scholarship devoted to 
dancehall music/culture and Caribbean gender studies. she notes that while 
most research on gender construction in dancehall has focused on women, her 
analysis of dancehall culture’s representations of masculinity “is extremely 
valuable in the quest for a fuller understanding of the gendered structures of 
power” at play in Jamaica (p. xvi). Chapter 1 outlines the theoretical frame-
work that informs the investigation and presents a historical overview of 
Caribbean gender roles. Chapters 2-6 each present an in-depth examination 
of one of the five “exemplars” of masculinity promoted in dancehall culture 
in relation to the corresponding hegemonic ideals of manhood prominent 
in Jamaican society at large. Though the exemplars are rendered as discrete 
archetypes of masculinity in a chronological sequence of development, Hope 
emphasizes that all five are still at play in modern dancehall culture.

Chapter 2 focuses on the ideal of promiscuous/polygamous heterosexual-
ity, a wholly traditional/hegemonic masculine trope dating back to the 1980s 
that emphasizes the social and sexual domination of women. Chapter 3 dis-
cusses the fetishization of firearms and violence as routes to male empower-
ment which also originated in the 1980s; while this rendition of dancehallized 
masculinity is considered too extreme for “polite” middle-class Jamaican 
society, it still draws upon the fantasies of violence and aggression that Hope 
alleges run throughout the Jamaican class hierarchy, and is therefore fully 
hegemonic. Chapter 4 interrogates the anti-homosexual discourses that arose 
in the 1990s and are an outgrowth of a general misogynistic fear of what are 
perceived as the disempowering effects of feminization. while this model of 
dancehallized masculinity is rooted in the rampant homophobia propagated 
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by such hegemonic social institutions as the legal system and organized reli-
gion, its propensity to make homosexuality “visible” is antithetical to the 
middle-class preference for simply ignoring the issue, and it is thus simulta-
neously hegemonic and transgressive. Chapter 5 examines the more recent 
fascination with conspicuous consumption, in which ostentatious displays of 
middle-class material goods represent attempts to claim excessive amounts 
of wealth and status by lower-class men who in reality have little of either; 
though this exemplar draws upon hegemonic ideals of consumerism, its 
flamboyance borders on the feminine and therefore represents an important 
transgression of the strictly heterosexual/anti-homosexual standards of mas-
culinity discussed above. Hope investigates the current trend toward overtly 
feminine self-adornment and eroticized dancing in Chapter 6, and argues 
in the Conclusion that this seemingly transgressive masculine exemplar in 
fact represents the newest rendition of hegemonic masculinity in dancehall 
culture and Jamaican society at large. indeed, while it may be a more pro-
gressive standard of manhood than the previous models, it is still informed 
by patriarchal middle-class values, a truly empowering masculinity would 
instead emphasize responsible parenting and self-development.

while the arguments presented in Man Vibes are well-supported and 
thought-provoking, there are some minor inconsistencies. in some chapters, 
Hope’s claims as to the isomorphism of the ideals of hegemonic masculin-
ity and the values of Jamaican middle-class society are less convincing than 
in others; her discussion of the fetishization of violence, for instance, con-
cludes with the assertion that even though dancehall’s “violent fantasies of 
masculinity purportedly depart from the traditionally accepted [middle-class] 
codes of good conduct ... its contestatory mode plays directly into and within 
the accepted notion of aggression and violence as constituent components of 
hegemonic masculinity” (p. 65). Her arguments about “accepted” forms of 
aggression and violence in Jamaica, however, focus primarily on their mani-
festations in lower-class – rather than hegemonic middle-class – spaces. Thus, 
while Hope clearly demonstrates that dancehall’s “extreme, ritualized, aggres-
sive and violent masculinity reflects and maintains the gendered status quo” 
(p. 64), a more thorough investigation of middle-class renditions of these val-
ues would be necessary to support the claim that they are being imposed on 
dancehall’s lower-class participants from above. The book would also benefit 
substantially from a more meticulous editing job, as there are typographi-
cal errors throughout that detract from the overall flow of Hope’s arguments. 
Nevertheless, Man Vibes is a well-researched and captivating work on the 
most recent evolutions of the processes of gender construction in the context 
of a widely influential segment of Caribbean popular culture, and i would 
recommend it to anyone interested in Jamaican music/culture, Caribbean 
gender studies, and/or the impact of musical subcultures on the formation of 
gendered identities.
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